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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we survey the principal changes that took place in the history of Hungarian embedded clauses. We will argue that finite subordination took over non-finite embedding alongside with the development of a functional left-periphery, that is, the CP-domain of finite embedded clauses.

The leading hypothesis of this book is that between the Proto-Hungarian and Old Hungarian periods, an SOV to SVO change took place. Chapter 2 presents evidence for remnants of a head-final CP, TP, and VP in Old Hungarian. Typologically, SOV languages prefer non-finite embedding (Koptjevskaja Tamm 1994), while finite subordination is typical of SVO languages. The hypothesized SOV to SVO change thus predicts that the role of non-finite subordination decreased from Proto-Hungarian to Old Hungarian, while finite embedded clauses gained more and more importance in the language.

There are no written records from the Proto-Hungarian era, and finite subordination is already present in the first written records of the language (these date back to the 12th century). This means that we cannot track the beginnings of the rise of finite subordination. In order to reconstruct Proto-Hungarian syntax, chapter 2 employed the method of f-curve reconstruction of ancient languages. This method holds that new constructions in language first spread slowly, then gain momentum, and the process of spreading slows down in the end. The spread of new constructions thus corresponds to an f-curve. Conversely, old constructions start losing ground slowly, then they decline rapidly, and their replacement slows down in the end (Kroch 1989; Croft 2000). The ousting of old constructions thus corresponds to a reverse f-curve. Chapter 2, section 2.2.1.1 argued that Old Hungarian still exhibited some rapidly vanishing non-finite constructions, which represented the last phase of reverse f-curves. Extending these curves backward, we arrive at the hypothesis that it was non-finite subordination that prevailed in Proto-Hungarian (cf. also É. Kiss 2013).

In this chapter we complement the analysis in chapter 2. We explore the status of non-finite and finite subordinate clauses in the written records of Old Hungarian, and examine the f-curve of finite clauses and the reverse f-curve of non-finites in the period between Old Hungarian and Modern Hungarian, showing that the rise of finite subordination and the fall of non-finites have not finished by Old Hungarian. Instead, both processes continued until the present day. Thus comparing Old Hungarian to Modern Hungarian, we find that the former has more types of non-finites, and non-finites in general are used more frequently in the language. At the same time, finite subordination gradually gains ground, and it is extended to more and more environments.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of the distinction between non-finite and finite embedding. In section 6.3, the history of Hungarian non-finite clauses will be examined in detail. The most interesting aspect of Old Hungarian non-finite subordination is the presence of agreement on many types of non-finite verbs, and the way the embedded subject is encoded, so these topics will receive special attention. Points of theoretical interest in this section include the gradience of non-finiteness, the presence of overt nominative subjects without overt agreement on the non-finite verb, the non-complementary distribution between overt lexical subjects and PRO subjects of infinitives, the existence of anti-agreement with infinitives (a phenomenon not attested in other languages, as far as we know). Finally, section 6.4 will be
devoted to the changes affecting Hungarian finite clauses and to the evolution of a functional CP domain. The theoretical point of interest in this domain, and so the focus of our attention, is that the C layer is already present in Old Hungarian, but it is undergoing changes and that these changes are not unique to Hungarian but can be observed in several other languages as well. In other words, the changes to be described here follow from general principles of economy and can be linked to cyclic changes (such as the relative cycle) that contribute to the evolution of functional left peripheries in general. In particular, it can be observed in the CP-domain that the need for overtly marking finite subordination arises, which manifests in the appearance of new grammaticalized left-peripheral heads, the presence of overtly filled multiple C-layers, and a rich interaction of left-peripheral elements. The results are summarized in section 6.5.

6.2 On the definition of finite and non-finite clauses

On the basis of their verbal morphology, subordinate clauses fall into two natural classes: finite and non-finite clauses.

As far as the definition of finiteness is concerned, there are various approaches both in generative and non-generative grammars (see for instance Cowper 2002). Two major properties seem to be of paramount importance: finite clauses contain a tensed verb, and this tensed (finite) verb has a subject. Although the relation between subjecthood and tense cannot be viewed as one characterised by mutual entailment (see George and Kornfilt 1981), most generative analyses of finiteness still build on the relation of these two. The Inflectional Phrase (IP) – and, to a lesser extent, the Tense Phrase (TP) – is responsible not only for introducing the inflection head into the structure but also for enabling agreement between the subject and the finite verb, as well as for assigning nominative Case to it (see Chomsky 1995, 1998, 2001; Hornstein 1990, 1995). More importantly, finiteness is also related to the left periphery of the subordinate clause, that is, to the CP-domain: finite clauses are full CPs and finiteness is encoded in the C head (see Kayne 1994 and also Pesetsky and Torrego 2001).

It is also infamously difficult to give a unified characterization of non-finite clauses (see Vincent 1998; Adger 2007; Ledgeway 2007 among many others), especially because while a clause can be finite only in one way, it can be non-finite in several ways (Adger 2007). There are three properties that characterize all Old Hungarian non-finites, so we define the class with the sum of these properties. Firstly, all Old Hungarian non-finites are extended verbal projections that preserve the argument structure of the base verb. Secondly, Old Hungarian non-finites either cannot head an independent main clause, or if they can, "they cannot have an independent tense interpretation, but they can only receive a modal interpretation" (Bianchi 2003). Finally, Old Hungarian non-finites don’t bear temporal, mood and aspect affixes, and while some of them do agree with their subject, none of them distinguish the definite and indefinite conjugation like finite clauses do. Thus in this sense their agreement paradigm can be said to be defective.

Non-finites typically don’t introduce a subject with independent reference (their unpronounced subject is co-referent with a DP in the matrix clause), or if they do so, that subject bears a case other than nominative. This property, however, holds only for a subset of Old Hungarian non-finites: there are several types that do introduce a referentially independent nominative subject (see section 6.3.1).
6.3 The changes affecting non-finite subordinate clauses

6.3.1 Non-finite clauses in Old Hungarian

Old Hungarian had a rich system of non-finite clauses: infinitives, adjectival participles, gerunds, and adverbial participles.

6.3.1.1 Infinitives

Infinitives, marked by the suffix -ni, had either a covert controlled subject (1a) or an overt, referentially independent dative subject (1b). Control was obligatory when the matrix clause contained a potential controller DP. Referentially independent subjects were licensed only with monadic predicates whose sole argument was the infinitive, and so lacked a potential controller DP in the matrix clause (epistemic, non-directed deontic, and nominal predicates).

(1) a. erezted a te angyalodat meg yzen-ny az isteny
      send-PST-2SG the you angel-POSS.2SG-ACC PRT announce-INF the godly
      zyletest
      birth-ACC
      ‘you sent your angel to announce God’s birth’ (Gömöry C. 120r)

b. Hewsag [ nekthek wylaagh elewth fel kel-n-ethek: ]
   vanity DAT-POSS.2PL world in.front.of up get-INF-2PL
   ‘it is vanity for you to stand up in front of the world’ (Festetics C. 85)

Thus PRO and lexical subjects were not in complementary distribution in Old Hungarian; either could appear in the subject position of infinitives. See also Miller (2002); Szabolcsi (2009); Sundaresan and McFadden (2009) on the lack of complementary distribution between PRO and lexical subjects.

6.3.1.2 Adjectival participles

Old Hungarian had several different kinds of adjectival participles: one type employed the non-finite ending -ó/˝ o, and three types employed the non-finite ending -t. The -ó/˝ o participle, also (erroneously) known as ‘continuous’ participle, had an unpronounced, referentially controlled subject. Its base verb could be either unergative, unaccusative, or transitive.¹

(2) a. az [ ec, rezket-ew ] papnak
      the shudder-PART priest-DAT
      ‘to the shuddering priest’ (Jókai C. 156)

b. Az rezogseg, [ eP ec, hizolkod-9 ] ordog
   the drunkenness coax-PART devil
   ‘drunkenness is a coaxing devil’ (Guary C. 7)

c. Ky, . . . [ ec, ganeebool zegenth feel emel-ew ]
   who . . . manure-from poor-ACC up raise-PART
   ‘who raises the poor from manure’ (Festetics C. 108)

The -ó/˝ o participial ending could be preceded by the verbal suffix -and/end. Descriptively oriented historical grammars call -and/end the future tense suffix (E. Abaffy 1991: 111). Its use on its own is illustrated in (3a), while (3b) shows how it combines with the -ó/˝ o participial ending.
There is no agreement in the literature about the status of suffixes and auxiliaries with a future time reference: in some analyses they fall under the category Tense, while in others they fall under the category Modality (see van de Vate 2011: ch. 6. for a recent overview). Descriptively oriented grammars (e.g. E. Abaffy 1992; Sárosi 2003) observed that the general future was expressed by the present tense in Old Hungarian, and -and/end was restricted to the uncertain, conditional future, and so it occurred only in embedded clauses. On the basis of this fact É. Kiss (2005b) argues that the Old Hungarian -and/end suffix expressed Modality.

We propose the following new arguments for É. Kiss’ analysis of -and/end as a Modal suffix. Firstly, non-finite forms in Old Hungarian are never formed from tensed verbs. If -and/end were a Tense head, we would expect it not to be followed by a participial suffix, contrary to fact. Modal suffixes, on the other hand, may co-occur with a participial ending, as in the case of the -hat/het ability/permission modal affix below.

(4) az hoold mynth a čillagok; altal lat-hat-o is lezön
the Moon like the star-PL through see-POSSIB-PART too be.will
‘the Moon, like stars, will be transparent’ (Sándor C. 4r)

Secondly, -andó/endó may express general necessity and possibility, without any temporal orientation. As necessity and possibility are modal categories, -and/end is better described as a Modal head rather than as an instance of Tense.

(5) az vy bor vy ćomlcô ęrözt-ęnd-o
the new wine new leather.bottle-PL-ILL pour-MOD-PART
‘new wine is to be put into new bottles’ (Munich C. 60rb)

Thirdly, if -and/end was a tense morpheme specified for future, we would not expect it to have an anterior reading. However, such anterior readings are attested (even if they are rare). These arguments support the Mod analysis of -and/end over the T analysis.

(6) kyk mynd lehet-ęnd-ew dolgok az wr istennek
what-PL all possible-MOD-PART thing-PL the lord God-DAT
‘these are all possible for God our Lord’ (Érdy C. 510)

The so-called ‘past’ participle was marked by the non-finite ending -t and obligatorily had an empty category in the position of the internal argument (the subject of unaccusatives and the object of transitives). As unergatives have no internal argument, this participle could
not be formed from unergative verbs. The external argument of this participle could only be expressed as an ablative-marked DP\(^2\) (a by-phrase, cf. (8b)). As this participle could also express co-temporaneity, we will refer to it as "-t adjectival participle with a coreferential internal argument" rather than past participle.

(8) a. menden [ ec\(_i\) el mul-t ] vetkedett\(_i\) meg boczatyak every away past-PART sin-POSS.2SG-ACC PRT forgive-3PL ‘all your past sins are forgiven’ (Jókai C. 149)
   b. Meg emlekezik az [ isten to\(_i\) ec\(_i\) meg tilt-ott ] dolgokrol\(_i\)
   PRT remember-3SG the god ABL PRT forbid-PART thing-PL-DEL ‘remembers about the things forbidden by God’ (Bod C. 11r-11v)

Another kind of adjectival participle ending in -t was also formed from unaccusative and transitive verbs, but its empty category (co-indexed with the modified noun) was in the position of the internal argument’s possessor. We will label this kind of non-finite as "-t adjectival participle with a coreferential possessor”.

(9) a. & ot vala egy [[ (possessor)ec\(_i\) kez-e ] meg až-ot ]
   and there was.3SG a hand-POSS.3SG PRT wither-PART
   ñember\(_i\)
   man
   ‘and there was a man there which had a withered hand’ (Munich C. 38ra)
   b. [[ (possessor)ec\(_i\) hit-e ] zeg-ot ]
   faith-POSS.3SG transgress-PART wife-POSS.3SG-DAT
   ‘to his wife, who has transgressed her faith’ (Nádor C. 278v)

The possessed internal argument (keze in (9a), hite in (9b)) bore the morphologically unmarked nominative case. When the base verb was unaccusative, as in (9a), the verb’s internal argument was also the subject of the participial clause. Such non-finites thus have an overt nominative subject (but note the lack of agreement on the participial verb). When the base verb was transitive, as in (9b), the verb’s internal argument was the object of the non-finite clause. In this case the subject of the participial clause could not be expressed overtly.

Observe the similar use of the -im participle in Mansi (10), and the -m participle in Khanty (11), the Ob-Ugric languages (the closest relatives of Hungarian):

(10) pukíit jakt-im ēlmŏlas
    navel-POSS.3SG cut-PART person.NOM
    ‘person whose navel has been cut’ (Riese 2001: 69)

(11) naï:we:mlal wos-na manam puraš iké-t
    child-PL-POSS.3SG city-LOC go-PASTPART old man-PL
    ‘the old men whose children went to the city’ (Nikolaeva 1999: 77)

The third kind of adjectival participle ending in -t employed an empty category in the place of the object and was formed only from transitive verbs. This participle had an overt nominative subject and the participial verb showed obligatory agreement with the subject. Typically, this non-finite comprised two overt elements: the agreeing participial verb and one other constituent. The latter was typically the subject (12), but in a few instances it could also be a different element (13), or it could be missing entirely (14). We will refer to this non-finite as "-t adjectival participle with a coreferent object".
‘we deserve the glory of the happiness he promised’ (Érdy C. 96) 

‘take the crown that I procured for you’ (Kazinczy C. 17v) 

‘with the holy blood of my blessed, beloved son that I bore’ (Nagyszombat C. 148) 

Compare the similar non-finite form in Eastern Khanty:

‘the horse I sold’ (Nikolaeva 1999: 79) 

The gerund of Old Hungarian also employed -t as a non-finite ending. As characteristic of gerunds, this non-finite clause had both verbal and nominal properties. It preserved the argument structure of the base verb (either transitive, unergative, or unaccusative), its object was marked with accusative case, and it could be modified by adverbs and negation (16).

‘I have sinned in not using my sensibilities for good’ (Virginia C. 2v) 

The non-finite ending -t took the extended verbal projection as its complement and nominalized it: [NomP -t [clause ]]. NomP was then embedded under nominal functional projections, and the nominalized clause distributed in the clause as a noun. Owing to the presence of nominal functional projections, the nominalized clause took the possessive suffixes and the case marking of garden variety nouns (case marking reflected the grammatical role that the gerund fulfilled in the sentence, e.g. accusative, inessive, etc). Compare the possessive agreement followed by the accusative marker on -t gerunds (17) and on ordinary nouns (18). 

‘thou shalt deny (your) knowing me thrice’ (Munich C. 81 va) 

‘your soul’ (Bod C. 6r)
The gerund, however, differed from ordinary nouns in that it had to be formally possessed (i.e. it had to bear possessive morphology): unlike garden variety nouns, (17) has no non-possessed variant.

This non-finite form has a close parallel in Mansi, where the -ke gerundival ending is obligatorily followed by possessive agreement. The Mansi gerund is different, however, in that it always functions as a temporal adverbial and the case marking is invariantly the -t locative ending. (When used as a temporal modifier, the Old Hungarian gerund, too, bore inessive case. However, depending on the nominal function it fulfilled, the Old Hungarian gerund could also bear nominative, accusative, dative, and superessive case.)

(19) màn ūsn jal-ke-w-t
  we  city-LAT go-GERUND-POSS.1PL-LOC
  ‘when we go to the city’ (Riese 2001: 70)

The gerund’s subject could not receive case in the verbal part of the gerund, so it moved up to the nominal layers of the gerund, into the position of the possessor. Here it could be case-licensed as a possessor. The presence of the possessor explains the obligatory possessive marking on gerunds.

(20) megakaria űnomoreitani ën, [ t, ĕlēn vol-t]-om-ban
  PRT-want-3SG cripple-INF I present be-GERUND-POSS.1SG-INE
  ‘will he force her (the queen) in my presence?’ (Vienna Codex 64)

(21) hallottac űnèki, [ t, ĕlēnseg te-t]-é-t
  hear-PST-3PL he-DAT this phenomenon do-GERUND-POSS.3SG-ACC
  ‘they heard of his doing this deed’ (Münich Codex 98 vb)

If the possessor was coreferent with a matrix argument, as in (17), it underwent regular pro-drop. Its reference could be recovered from the possessive agreement on the gerund.

6.3.1.4 Adverbial participles

Old Hungarian also had four types of adverbial participles: -ván/vén, -va/ve, -val/vel, and -t participles. Adverbial participles ending in -va/ve and -ván/vén could have either an overt, referentially independent subject or an unpronounced subject coindexed with the matrix subject or object. These non-finites could be formed from unergative, unaccusative, as well as transitive verbs.

(22) -ván/vén participles
  a. [ Es azoc e-uën ] ve-ue i ĕ a-kenèr-êt
     and those eat-PART take-PST.3SG Jesus the bread-ACC
     ‘and as they did eat, Jesus took bread’ (Munich C. 50vb)
  b. kýlencz honap el mwñ-waän
     nine month away past-PART
     ‘nine months having past’ (Festetics C. 147)
  c. ig [ ec, meg-kọtoz-uên a kọtèlèckèl ] ĕl-hag-ac ọ-tèt,
     this.way  PRT-tie-PART the rope-PL-INS away-leave-3PL he-ACC
     ‘they left him bound by ropes this way’ (Vienna C. 21)
(23) -va/ve participles
a. & [ mű alu-uāc ] èl vroztac őtét and we sleep-PART.1PL away steal-PST.3PL him
   ‘and they (=his disciples) stole him away while we slept’ (Munich C. 35 vb)
b. [ hal-ua ] lelic vala mellette
dead-PART find-3PL be-PST next.to-3SG
   ‘found him dead next to her’ (Guary C. 103)
c. kezet tew-ue ylyesnek feyere
   hand-ACC put-PART Elijah-DAT head-POSS-SUB
   ‘putting his hand of Elijah’s head’ (Jókai C. 23)

Participles with -va/ve could optionally agree with their subject. We will take up this issue in
more detail in section 6.3.3.2.

Participles in -val/vel can be found in many codices, but very little is known of this type
of non-finite clause.

(24) meg vilagoseytateek istennek malaztyaul [ el hagy-ual az
   PRT enlighten-PASS-PST.3SG God-DAT grace-POSS-with PRT leave-PART the
   eretneksegnek setetseget ]
   heresy-DAT darkness-POSS-ACC
   ‘he was enlightened by God’s grace, leaving the darkness of herecy’ (Domonkos C.
   39v)

Finally, adverbial participles in -t could have an overt, referentially independent subject
with nominative case (25a), or a covert subject co-referent with the subject (25b), object (25c),
or dative-marked DP (25d) of the matrix clause. These non-finites could be formed from uner-
gative, unaccusative, as well as transitive verbs, and obligatorily agreed with their subject.

(25) a. [ azoc èuèz-ett-ec kedig ] ő èlaluc
   those row-PART.3PL CONJ he PRT-sleep-3SG
   ‘as they sailed he fell asleep’ (Munich C. 63vb)
b. ő taneitanìi, [ ecì iar-att-oc ] keždenc gabona fòt
   he disciple-POSS.PL walk-PART.3PL begin-PST.3PL corn ear-ACC
   ñaggat-ni-oc pick-INF.3PL
   ‘his disciples began, as they went, to pluck the ears of corn’ (Munich C. 37vb)
c. Es latac azokåti, [ ecì èl-mèn-ëtt-ec ]
   and see-PST.3PL those-ACC away-go-PART.3PL
   ‘and the people saw them departing’ (Munich C. 41va)
d. Es nemel’ënnécc, [ ecì a- tèmplomrol bèzèl-ëtt-ec ] [ hog io
   and some-PL-DAT the temple-DEL speak-PART.3PL that good
   kouèckel & aiandokockal ëkësitëtët volna ]] mòda
   stone-PL-with and gift-PL-with adorn-PART be-COND.3SG say-PST.3SG
   ‘and to some that spake of the temple, how it was adorned with goodly stones and
   gifts, he said’ (Munich C. 79vb)
6.3.1.5  Interim summary

The table below summarizes the system of non-finite forms in Old Hungarian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>independent subject</th>
<th>case of subject</th>
<th>agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>infinitive</td>
<td>yes, when no controller</td>
<td>dative</td>
<td>yes, optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjectival participles</td>
<td>-ő/˝ o</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-t, internal arg. gap</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-t, object gap</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>yes, obligatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-t, possessor gap</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverbial participles</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>obligatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ván/vén</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-va/ve</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>yes, optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-val/vel</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gerund</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>nominative/genitive</td>
<td>yes, nominal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the table shows, the often assumed correlation between nominative case and overt inflectional morphology (agreement) is not a universal property of language: -va/ve adverbial participles agreed only infrequently and optionally, yet they could have an overt nominative subject, and -ván/vén adverbial participles did not agree, but their subject was nominative if it was overt. Adjectival participles with a possessor gap had an overt nominative subject when the base verb was unaccusative (that is, when the internal argument also served as the subject), but these participles never agreed with their subject.

That cross-linguistically there is no correlation between nominative subjects and finiteness or overt inflection in non-finite clauses is also evident in other languages. In the Turkic language Karachay-Balkar the subject of -yan participles is nominative but the participle is uninflected (26). The same pattern can be observed in Northern (Kazym) Khanty with the -əm past participle, too (27). (See Wu 2011 for further examples and Sundaresan and McFadden to appear for a recent treatment of the independence of finiteness and nominative case.)

(26) oquwču al-yan kitap
    student buy-PART book
    ‘the book that the student bought’ (Comrie 1998: 79-80)

(27) [ nǎŋ ewt-əm ] jōš-em χǔw jǎm-a ānt jī-ə.
    you cut-PART hand-POS.1SG long good-LAT NEG become-3SG
    ‘my hand, which you have cut, will not heal for a long time’ (Csepregi 2012: 68)

The rich inventory of non-finite forms, still in place in late Old Hungarian, has undergone dramatic changes throughout the Middle Hungarian period, and by the emergence of Modern Hungarian it has become rather impoverished compared to its previous standing. The changes were of two kinds. On the one hand, non-finite clauses gradually lost ground: some types of non-finites completely died out, and the productivity and distribution of others became narrower than before. On the other hand, those non-finites that did remain in the language came to be
more typically non-finite: some lost the ability to license referentially independent first and second person subjects or pronominal subjects or overt subjects, and others lost the ability to agree with their subject. In the next two sections we are going to discuss these processes in detail.

6.3.2 Non-finite clauses losing ground

From the Old Hungarian period on, finite subordination became more and more prominent, and non-finite clauses were gradually driven into the background (cf. also Gugán’s 2002 comparative study of three Old Hungarian, four Middle Hungarian, and three Modern Hungarian translations of chapters 26 and 27 from the Gospel according to Matthew). This process affected different types of non-finites to a different degree.

6.3.2.1 Non-finites disappearing from the language

The supplantation of non-finite forms had the strongest effect on -t adverbial participles and -val/vel adverbial participles. These non-finites have completely disappeared from the standard language. Adverbial participles in -t could have either a referentially independent subject (28) or a phonologically empty subject co-referent with a matrix DP (29); both subtypes fell out of use after the era of the codices. In contemporary Hungarian speakers would use -va/ve adverbial participles, finite subordination, or in some cases an infinitival clause instead.


‘In the fourth year of the reign of Ptolemeus and Cleopatra, Dositheus, . . . and Ptolemeus his son, brought this epistle of Phurim to Jerusalem.’ (Vienna C. 73)

(29) a. Azockal kedin ić , [ ec3 vačoral-att-a ] veue a· kenèrèt & those-INS CONJ Jesus dine-PART-3SG take-PST.3SG the bread-ACC and megalda PRT-bless-PST.3SG

‘And as he was eating with them, Jesus took bread, and blessed it.’ (Munich C. 32va)

b. řng lèlec a· uèhmèt , [ ec3 all-att-a ] PRT find-PST-3PL the donkey-ACC stand-PART-3SG

‘they found the colt standing’ (Munich C. 78rb)

c. Mènto vtolbzèr ke a· tizenegn , [ ec3 egembè ul-ètt-ee ] ièlenec all-ABL last the eleven-DAT together sit-PART-3PL appear-PST.3SG ő nèk-ic ic they DAT-3PL Jesus

‘Afterward he appeared unto the eleven as they sat.’ (Munich C. 53va)

The Székely dialect has two adverbs that represent a small fossil of this type of non-finite, though (Károly 1956: 214): the lexicalized forms álmotta ‘sleeping’ and émètte ‘awake’ still show
the verb+t-agreement morphological make-up that characterized the productive -t adverbial participles, and their meaning is compositional.

The -val/vel adverbial participle, shown in (30), also fell out of use in the standard language (though it might have been restricted to certain dialects already in Old Hungarian); it was replaced by the -va/ve adverbial participle. However, some dialects (including the most archaic Csángó dialect) have retained the -val/vel ending, too (31).

(30) iarunk kelwnk ... embereketes [ ver-uen vagdal-ual es meg go-1PL go/about-1PL person-PL-ACC-too beat-PART hew-PART and PRT wldwk-uen ]
   kill-PART
   ‘we go on the loose, beating, cutting up, and killing people’ (Virginia C. 25r)

(31) A the legnagyobb testvérem meg van hal-val.
   the biggest sibling-POSS.1SG PRT be.3SG die-PART
   ‘my eldest sibling is dead’ (Ivácsony 2002-2003: 44)

6.3.2.2 Non-finites losing productivity

While -t adverbial participles were completely lost and -val/vel became (or remained) dialectal, other non-finites remained in the language with crippled productivity, that is, they can be formed from a narrower class of verbs than before. The most spectacular example of this is the -t gerund, which was completely productive in Old Hungarian, and is almost completely unproductive in Modern Hungarian.

(32) a. Ne zegyenletek [ alamyznaert ment-ett-ek-et ]
   not be.ashamed-2PL alms-FINAL go-PART-2PL-ACC
   ‘don’t be ashamed of asking for alms’ (Jókai C. 81–82)

b. mert vetkeztem [ hytemnek tyzenket agazatyat nem
   because sin-PST-1SG faith-POSS.1SG-DAT twelwe branch-POSS-ACC not
   tart-at-om-ba ]
   es [ ellen-e vett-et-em-be ]
   adhere.to-PART-1SG-ILL and against-3SG sin-PART-1SG-ILL
   ‘because I sinned in not adhering to the twelve branches of my faith, and in transgressing it’ (Virginia C. 7r)

Only very few -t gerunds have remained that can still take possessive suffixes other than third person.

(33) a. jár-t-om-ban, jár-t-od-ban,
   walk-GERUND-POSS.1SG-INE walk-GERUND-POSS.2SG-INE
   jár-t-á-ban
   walk-GERUND-POSS.3SG-INE
   ‘in my/your/his going about’

b. jár-t-unk-ban, jár-t-otok-ban,
   walk-GERUND-POSS.1PL-INE walk-GERUND-POSS.2PL-INE
   jár-t-uk-ban
   walk-GERUND-POSS.3PL-INE
   ‘in our/your/their going about’
The rest of the remaining -t gerunds are lexicalized forms. They have become lexicalized in the third person singular form, and cannot be inflected for other combinations of person and number. These serve mostly as adverbs (36), and to a lesser extent also as nouns (37) or postpositions (38) (see Radics 1992 for a more extensive list).

(36) Advs lexicalized from -t gerunds
   a. valami lát-t-á-ra/lát-t-á-n
      something see-GERUND-POSS-SUB/SEE-GERUND-POSS-SUP
      ‘upon seeing sth’
   b. valami hall-at-á-ra
      something hear-GERUND-POSS-SUB
      ‘upon hearing sth’
   c. jár-t-á-nyi erő
      walk-GERUND-POSS-ful strength
     ‘strength enough to walk’

(37) Ns lexicalized from -t gerunds
   a. nap-kel-t-e
      sun-rise-GERUND-POSS
      ‘sunrise’
   b. valaki vesz-t-e
      somebody lose-GERUND-POSS
      ‘somebody’s doom’
Ps lexicalized from -t gerunds

a. men-t-é-n
   go-GERUND-POSS-SUP
   ‘along’

b. múl-t-á-n
   past-GERUND-POSS-SUP
   ‘after’

Among the adverbial participles of early Old Hungarian, -ván/vén participles were by far the most frequent.

They were, however, gradually ousted by -va/ve adverbial participles; by the 19th century, already -va/ve dominates in the written language (Horváth 1991). For some speakers of colloquial Modern Hungarian, -ván/vén adverbial participles sound archaic, while the rest find them stylistically heavily marked and prefer -va/ve instead (Bartos 2009).

The loss of productivity also affected -t adjectival participles with a coreferent possessor. It is not entirely certain how productive these participles were in Old Hungarian; only a handful of data are found in the codices.

a. Halwan ezeket az [ ec, ez-e vez-ót ] yffyw₃
   hear-PART these-ACC the mind-POSS lose-PART boy
   ‘when the boy who lost his mind heard these’ (Érdy C. 199)

b. [ ec, kolk-è-y èl-ragad-ot ] ʒoštən mèdueᵢ
   cub-POSS.3SG-PL away-take-PART female bear
   ‘a bear that is bereaved of her whelps’ (Vienna C. 199)

Given that the development of non-finites in Hungarian is characterized by a reverse $f$-curve, this participle must have been entirely productive at some point. Its productivity, however, has dropped close to nil in Modern Hungarian, and the generally accepted examples have a lexicalized flavour (see Nádasdi 2010 for a recent study eliciting native speaker judgments of this construction, and argumentation that at least some examples are constructed in the syntax rather than being stored in the mental lexicon). Whether the Old Hungarian period already saw the decline of this non-finite or this happened only later is not certain. But even if this participle started losing ground already in Old Hungarian, it was still more productive than it is today. In Old Hungarian the base verb of the participle could be either unaccusative or transitive (as in (9b) and (40b)), while the verb in Modern Hungarian must be unaccusative (Nádasdi 2010). Furthermore, not all unaccusative verbs are acceptable either. In addition, in Modern Hungarian this participle must express a part-whole relationship (Nádasdi 2010), but this restriction was not operative in Old Hungarian (in (40b), for instance, the participle expresses a kinship relationship).
6.3.2.3 Non-finites assuming a narrower external distribution

So far we have seen that certain non-finites have disappeared from the language and that others have become less productive. We are now going to see that yet others remained fully productive, but in Old Hungarian they had a wider distribution than today.

Infinitives, for instance, could accompany more predicates in Old Hungarian than in Modern Hungarian. In (41a) the noun *melotosag* ‘honour, dignity’ takes an infinitival complement. While infinitives as complements to nouns are still possible (e.g. *hiüság* ‘vanity’ + infinitive), the contemporary *mélótáság* cannot take such a complement any more. In (41b) the verb *ysmer* ‘know’ is modified by an adjunct infinitive whose subject is controlled by the matrix object *ewtet* ‘him’. Although adjunct infinitives with object control are still possible in Hungarian, the verb *ysmer* cannot appear in this structure any more. In (41c) the verb *tehet* ‘can, able to’ takes an infinitival complement whose subject is controlled by the matrix subject. While complement infinitives with subject control are perfectly grammatical in contemporary Hungarian, too, the verb *tehet* is not used in this way any longer. Thus while infinitives have not lost their productivity, they can serve as adjuncts or complements to fewer predicates than before.

(41) a. apostoloknak nagh meltosagah: [ lat-ny az cristust testy zemekkel: ]
   disciple-PL-DAT big honor-POSS see-INF the Christ-ACC bodily eye-PL-INS
   ‘it is a great honour for the disciples to see Christ with their eyes’ (Könlyvecse 24r)

b. hogý ewtet’ [ mý eertwenk esedez-ný ] ysmeryek
   that he-ACC we FINAL-1PL beg-INF know-SBJV-3PL
   ‘that he be known to beg (the Lord) for us’ (Festetics C. 331)

c. Ees meegýs [ fel kel-n-em ] nem tehettem
   and yet up get-INF-1SG not can.do-POSSIB-PST-1SG
   ‘and yet, I could not get up’ (Festetics C. 403)

Adverbial particples with -ván/vén and -ó/˝ o adjectival participles have also assumed a narrower distribution. In Old Hungarian they could appear in predicative position, serving as the complement of the copula.

(42) Vala kedig pêtér [ al-uan ]
   was.3SG CONJ Peter stand-PART
   ‘and Simon Peter stood’ (Munich C. 104va)

(43) valanac [ e-uö-c & i-uö-c ]
   be.PST-3PL eat-PART-PL and drink-PART-PL
   ‘they were eating and drinking’ (Munich C. 30va)

This use completely disappeared: -ó/˝ o adjectival participles can only be used as nominal modifiers, and speakers who do accept -ván/vén adverbial participles in an adverbial, verb-modifying use reject them in a predicative position.

Not only did -ó/˝ o adjectival participles lose their predicative use, but their temporal interpretation has also become narrower. As already mentioned in section 6.2, non-finite clauses do not have an independent tense interpretation; when embedded under a matrix clause, they anchor the event time with respect to the time of the matrix event. In Old Hungarian, the event described in the non-finite clause typically precedes or is co-temporaneous with the event in the matrix clause. In a few rare instances, however, the event described by a predicatively used -ó/˝ o adjectival participle is posterior to the event of the matrix clause.
Both the predicative use and the posterior interpretation of -ó/-ő adjectival participles were lost over time, however, and the examples in (44) would be ungrammatical in contemporary Hungarian. Their meaning would be expressed by a finite clause or by the combination of the future auxiliary fog and an infinitive.

In Old Hungarian and Middle Hungarian, adverbial participles ending in -va/ve (46) and -ván/vén (47) could also be coordinated with finite main clauses (Velcsov 1957; 1981; Horváth 1991; Varga 2012). This is not possible in Modern Hungarian any more.

In some cases these adverbial participles could function as the sole predicate of a main clause, without being coordinated with another finite main clause. Such root participles are not grammatical in Modern Hungarian.
The husband died within a year. They wanted her to marry again because she was young and rich. But she chose a different life for herself. (Érdy C. 371a)

These data present a conundrum to standard assumptions about non-finite clauses. One of the defining properties of non-finites is that they cannot head an independent main clause (or if they can, they can only have a modal interpretation, but the examples under consideration don't have such an interpretation). Furthermore, as only similar categories can be coordinated, finite main clauses are expected to be coordinated with other finite main clauses but not non-finites (which are complement or adjunct clauses).

Some descriptively oriented historical grammars suggest that in these examples the non-finite form "gets a role similar to finite verbs" (Károly 1956: 205) or it "comes near a finite form" (A. Jászó 1992: 449). We argue in line with Velcsov (1957; 1981); Horváth (2003) that in the relevant examples the verb is not just similar to a finite predicate, but it actually is a finite form. Specifically, Old Hungarian speakers optionally reanalyzed -ván/vén and -va/ve participles as finite forms, and this naturally allowed their use as the sole predicate of a finite clause and their coordination with finite clauses. This reanalysis was optional and did not replace the previously existing non-finite structure.

Velcsov (1957; 1981) and Horváth (2003: 432) suggest that the finite use of -ván/vén was due to the analogical effect of a small group of verbs with an exceptional finite inflectional paradigm. It is typical of Hungarian throughout its history that the third person singular suffix is zero in the indefinite agreement paradigm, present tense, indicative mood.

A small group of verbs: lesz 'be.FUT/become', tesz 'do, take, put', vesz 'take (away)', eszik 'eat', iszik 'drink', hisz 'believe', visz 'carry', however, exceptionally took an -n ending in this case (E. Abaffy 1991; 1992).

In Old Hungarian, from the earliest remaining texts (e.g. Funeral Sermon and Prayer cca. 1195, Königsberg Fragment cca. 1350) on, this group of verbs also regularly took the -n ending in third person singular, simple past, indicative mood (52). Compare the regular verbs in (51) with a zero ending in this cell of the paradigm:
(51)  a. ad-a-∅
give-PST-3SG
‘he gave’ (Bod C. 10r)
b. fel-kèl-∅
up-get-PST-3SG
‘he got up’ (Vienna C. 5)

(52)  a. tew-n
do.PST-3SG
‘he did’ (Jókai C. 3)
b. ve-n
take.PST-3SG
‘he took’ (Jókai C. 1)

Regular verbs take an -n ending in the third person singular only in the imperative/subjunctive mood:

(53)  a. ad-y-on
give-SBJV-3SG
‘may he give’ (Bod C.14r)
b. fel-kèll-en
up-get.SBJV-3SG
‘may he get up’ (Vienna C. 221)

Velcsov (1957; 1981); Horváth (2003) suggest that the reanalysis of -ván/vén was trigged by the analogical effect of the third person singular -n ending of tesz, vész, etc. We agree that the paradigm of tesz ‘do, take, put’, vész ‘take (away)’, etc. put the process of reanalysis into motion, but add that the fact that regular verbs also take the -n ending in the (finite) imperative/subjunctive mood probably contributed to the reanalysis. Furthermore, it must have been crucial for the reanalysis that tesz ‘do, take, put’ vész ‘take (away)’, etc. were (and still are) frequently used verbs in the language (note that these verbs have exceptional past tenses in many European fusional languages, too, and the survival of exceptional forms depends on the frequency of use). In Old Hungarian, the verbs tesz ‘do, take, put’ and vész ‘take (away)’ used to be even more frequent than today, because these verbs were used as light verbs in ‘light verb + noun’ complex predicates with a wider range of nouns than today. For instance, the complex predicates with tesz ‘do’ in (54) are still used in Modern Hungarian, but the ones in (55) have already become obsolete.

(54)  a. bewnt tewtel
sin-ACC do.PST-2SG
‘you have sinned’ (Jókai C. 32)
b. uég uaːcorat totte uala
last supper-ACC do.PRF.3SG be-PST
‘was having the last supper’ (Kazinczy C. 5r)

(55)  a. tewtell sok kart
do.PST-2SG lot damage-ACC
‘you did a lot of harm’ (Jókai C. 148)
b. ćudakat tot
do.PST.3SG miracle-PL-ACC
‘he worked miracles’ (Vienna C. 208)
Over time, the paradigm of *tesz* ‘do, take, put’, *vesz* ‘take (away)’, etc. has changed, and in the standard language they don’t take the -n 3SG ending any more either in the present or the past tense. Instead, they employ the regular paradigm, with a zero agreement in both the present tense (*tesz-*∅ ‘does’, *vesz-*∅ ‘takes’, etc.) and the ordinary -t past tense (*tett-*∅ ‘did, took’, *vett-*∅ ‘took (away)’, etc). (The -n ending has remained in some dialects, though.) We hypothesize that the loss of the -n inflection from the paradigm of *tesz* ‘do, take, put’, *vesz* ‘take (away)’, etc. has contributed to the disappearance of optional reanalysis. Adverbial participles with -ván/vén are unambiguously non-finite in present day Hungarian.

The exceptional finite paradigm with -n, however, cannot have had a direct effect on the finitization of -va/ve participles, as these don’t end in -n. We hypothesize that first -ván/vén forms were reanalyzed, and later this had an effect on the phonologically similar -va/ve forms. Furthermore, the third person singular past tense form of some verbs, including *teremt* ‘create’, *vet* ‘case’, *hall* ‘hear’, *hív* ‘call’ and *iszik* ‘drink’, also ended in a -va/ve segment (56), and this may also have contributed to the reanalysis. The reanalysis must have taken place in Proto-Hungarian, as it was already in place in the Old Hungarian period.

(56) a. *teremt-eve* ... adamut
   create-PST.3SG ... Adam-ACC
   ‘he created Adam’ (Funeral Sermon and Prayer 2)

b. *Hadl-aua* choltat
   hear-PST.3SG death-ACC
   ‘he heard of his death’ (Funeral Sermon and Prayer 7)

c. *vet-eve* wt ez munkas vilagbele
   cast-PST.3SG him this toilsome world-into
   ‘he cast him into this toilsome world’ (Funeral Sermon and Prayer 12)

d. *elo* *hiv-a*
   forth call-PST.3SG
   ‘he called him forth’ (Döbrentei C. 53v)

e. *merget* ... meg *iu-a*
   poison-ACC ... PRT drink-PST.3SG
   ‘he drank it (the poison)’ (Debrecen C. 73)

When the finiteness of a clause is changed, it is typically the case that finite forms get reanalyzed as non-finites. However, the change sometimes goes in the opposite direction, with non-finites being reanalyzed as finite forms (see Ledgeway 2007 and Miller 2002: ch. 4. for specific case studies in Old Neapolitan and Welsh, Evans 2007 for a cross-linguistic overview, and chapter 2 of this volume, which claims that the Modern Hungarian -t past tense suffix came about via reanalysis of a perfective marker in Old Hungarian). The reanalysis of adverbial participles in Old Hungarian and Middle Hungarian is an example of the latter, less typical change.

### 6.3.3 Non-finites becoming more dependent on the main clause

Non-finite clauses are generally taken to have a defective C domain, lacking temporal, spatial, and speech-event information, or to entirely lack the CP (in some cases even the IP) domain (Bianchi 2003; Sigurðsson 2004; Adger 2007; Giorgi 2010; Sundaresan 2010, among many others). The more such information a clause is lacking, the more prototypically non-finite and the more dependent on the main clause it is. That is, non-finiteness is a scalar or grandient phenomenon (see Givón 1990; Vincent 1998; Bisang 2007; Ledgeway 2007). Further properties
that non-finites often exhibit and can be taken to indicate dependence on the main clause is the lack of agreement with the subject, and the lack of a referentially independent subject.

Comparing Modern Hungarian to Old Hungarian, we find that not only did non-finites lose ground in the grammar, but those that did remain in the language tend to have developed a greater degree of dependence on the main clause, too. In other words, they have shifted towards being more prototypically non-finite.

6.3.3.1 Losing the referentially independent subject

Non-finite clauses often require their subject to be an empty category whose reference is determined by a DP in the matrix clause. These non-finites are thus dependent on the main clause for the identification of their subject. Old Hungarian -ő/ó adjectival participles, -t adjectival participles with a coreferent internal argument belong to this group. Other non-finites are able to license a potentially overt, referentially independent subject, thus they show a greater degree of independence from the main clause. Old Hungarian infinitives, -va/ve, -ván/vén, and -t adverbial participles as well as -t gerunds could license a subject without any restrictions. The -t adjectival participle with a coreferent object could certainly license a singular subject, and it possibly licensed a plural subject, too, but the latter are not attested in the remaining linguistic records.

Of the Old Hungarian non-finites that could license an independent subject, three have become limited with respect to what sort of subject they may introduce. Adverbial participles with -va/ve used to place no restriction on their subject’s overtness, and overt subjects could be of any person or number. See (57a) for a first person plural subject, (57b) for a second person singular subject, (57c) for a third person plural (lexical DP) subject, and (57d) for a covert coreferent subject.

(57) a. & [ mő alu-uñ-c ] él vroztac őtèt
and we sleep-PART-1PL away take-PST-3PL he-ACC
‘and they stole him away while we slept’ (Munich C. 35 vb)

b. [ te kezedet meg nit-uñ-a-d: ] mendennek be tell’esednek
you hand-POSS.2SG-ACC PRT open-PART-2SG all-PL PRT filled-3PL
‘You having opened your hand, all are filled (with your goodness).’ (Apor C. 68)

c. Azert [ azoc egbè golèkez-uei-ec ] monda azocnac pilatus therefore those together gather-PART-PL say-PST.3SG those-DAT Pilate
‘and when they gathered together, Pilate said to them’ (Munich C. 34 rb)

d. az tanoytwanyok [ Nagy syr-wa ] fwtanak hozym
the disciple-PL big cry-PART run-PST-3PL ALL-1SG
‘the disciples were running to me, crying very much’ (Apor C. 168)

In Modern Hungarian these non-finites can only have a covert subject (58).

(58) *Meg-szület-ve a gyereke, Jóśka új életet kezdett.
PRT-be.born-PART the child-POSS.3SG Jóśka new life-ACC start-PST.3SG
‘His child having been borne, Jóśka started a new life.’ (Komlósy 1992: 465)

Furthermore, it is highly preferred (and for some speakers, it is obligatory) for the covert subject to be co-referent with a DP in the matrix clause (Komlósy 1992; Sárik 1998; Tóth 2000a; Ú. Kiss 2002: ch. 9; Kenesei 2005). (These non-finites cannot agree with their subject any more either, see 6.3.3.2).
a. ??Beesteled-ve betértünk egy fogadóba. evening.fall-PST in-go-PST.1PL an inn-ILL 'The shadows of the evening having fallen, we called at an inn.' (Komlósy 1992: 466)

b. *(Péter korán érkezett haza.) A szobába be-lép-ve, a Peter early arrive-PST.3SG home the room-ILL in-step-PART the kutyája mindjárt élébe szaladt. dog-POSS.3SG immediately to.in.front.of run-PST.3SG 'Peter came home early. Him having entered the room, his dog immediately ran to greet him.' (Komlósy 1992: 466)

Adverbial participles with -ván/vén could have any kind of overt subject. Cf. (60a) for a first person singular subject, (60b) for a plural lexical DP subject, and (60c) for a covert coreferent subject.

(60) a. Èn kéd- kérés-uén èn tanalˇcosimtol miképpen èz I CONJ search-PART my counsellor-POSS.PL-1SG-ABL how this tèllèsedhètnec bê- pass-POSSIBLE-PART.3SG PRT 'when I asked my counsellors how this might be brought to pass' (Vienna C. 75)

b. Iouo i’ [ aitoc bé-té-ué ] & [ ablakoc bé-rékézt-uén ] come-PST.3SG Jesus door-PL PRT-close-PART and window-PL 'then came Jesus, the doors and windows being shut' (Munich C. 107 rb)

c. Azert mennyetekel [ byz-uan ] therefore go.IMP-2PL-away trust-PART 'therefore go away, having faith' (Jókai C. 82)

Over time, these participles have lost the ability to co-occur with overt pronominal subjects (É. Kiss 2002: ch. 9.5). According to Nádasdi (2013), even overt lexical DP subjects are restricted to the third person singular, while Márkus (2009) remarks that some speakers reject overt independent subjects altogether, and require a covert coreferent subject instead.

Finally, -t adjectival participles with a coreferent object are attested only with singular subjects in Old Hungarian, but the person of the subject is unrestricted: it can be either first (61a), second (61b), or third person (61c).

(61) a. az aldot zereto [ zyl-ött-em ] fyamnak zent the bless-PART love-PART give.birth-PART.1SG son-POSS.1SG-DAT holy vereuel blood-POSS-with 'with the blood of my blessed, beloved son that I bore’ (Nagyszombat C. 148)

b. Es adom the neked es te nemednek. te vtannad and give-1SG you DAT-2SG and you kind-POSS.2SG-DAT you after-POSS.2SG ez [ te lak-t-ad ] feldet this you live-PART-2SG land-ACC 'And I will give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein thou art living.’ (Jordánszky C. 7b)
The overt subject in Modern Hungarian, however, can only be third person (singular or plural); (61a) and (61b) are ungrammatical to contemporary speakers. How could such a restriction on subjects arise? Baker (2008) argues that the following Person Licensing Condition is operative in grammar:

(62) All matrix clauses and certain embedded clauses have two special null arguments generated within the CP projection, one designated S (for speaker) and the other A (for addressee). (Baker 2008: 125)

Overt first and second person pronouns in the clause get their reference from these null arguments via operator-variable agreement. We suggest that the loss of first and second person subjects with -t participles with a coreferent object can be traced back to changes in the C domain of these non-finites. Specifically, in Old Hungarian Baker’s S and A arguments could be readily introduced into the participle’s C domain, and these arguments could operator-variable agree with a first or second person subject of the participle. As this non-finite has shifted towards being more typically non-finite, however, the introduction of the S and A arguments has become impaired: either a functional head in the C domain became defective, or the left periphery of the participle was truncated and the relevant positions were not projected any more. So in the absence of an S or A, the participle’s subject could only be third person.

To summarize, several types of non-finites became constrained with respect to the kinds of subjects they can take. The -t adjectival participle with a coreferent object lost the ability to license first and second person subjects, the -ván/vén adverbial participle lost the ability to license pronominal subjects (for some speakers, all overt subjects), while the -va/ve adverbial participle lost the ability to license overt subjects. These non-finites have thus shifted towards being more dependent on the main clause.

6.3.3.2 Losing the ability to agree

It is a typical, though certainly not an obligatory, property of non-finite clauses that they do not show agreement with their subject; this is another property that can be taken to reflect the dependence of non-finites on the main clause. In Old Hungarian several types of participial verbs could agree with their subject, but some of them lost the ability to agree either completely or partially. This, too, shows that non-finites that did remain part of the language had a tendency to become more dependent on the main clause, to become more typically non-finite.

The -t adjectival participle with a coreferent object and the -t adverbial participle agreed obligatorily: see (63) and (64) respectively.10

(63) Az [ teen magadnak walazt-ott-ad ] warasodban
the your self-POSS.2SG-DAT choose-PART-2SG city-POSS.2SG-INE
‘in the city that you chose for yourself’ (Thewrewk C. 2v)
As we have already seen, the -t adverbial participle has disappeared from the language. The -t adjectival participle with a coreferent object is still in use with limited productivity, and it still obligatorily agrees with its subject in Modern Hungarian, too.

The other agreeing non-finites of Old Hungarian were infinitives and -va/ve adverbial participles. Already in Old Hungarian, these bore agreement optionally rather than obligatorily, and their ability to agree with their subject has further decreased since the Old Hungarian period. As for -va/ve adverbial participles, the lack of agreement was statistically far more frequent even in Old Hungarian. Agreeing -va/ve participles are attested in significant numbers only in Matthew in the Munich Codex (35 examples) and in the first half of the Vienna Codex (31 examples) (Károly 1956). There are only a handful of examples in all the other forty-some codices taken together. (65) illustrates the full paradigm.

(65) a. sem élleùènèn sem hal-ua-m nem taouztatom él neither alive neither die-PART-1SG not leave-CAUS-1SG away ‘should I not escape it (the hand of the Almighty), neither alive, nor dead’ (Vienna C. 91)

b. mel’ föld tégedèt űg-hal-ua-d fogadàd which earth you-ACC PRT-die-PART-2SG accept-2SG ‘the land that you are buried in when you die’ (Vienna C. 2)

c. hogh ymar tarthassam o tet meg-hal-va-ia that now hold-POSS-1SG he-ACC PRT-die-PART-3SG ‘so that I can hold his dead body’ (Winkler C. 116v)

d. hog nè meg-hal-úà-c mú vèzèdelm-öc-bèn that not PRT-die-PART-1PL our peril-POSS.1PL-INE ‘than to die amidst this peril’ (Vienna C. 14)

e. gonozoc val-ua-toc evil-PL be-PART-2PL ‘ye, being evil’ (Munich C. 18 vb)

f. ø aitâ es aña mèg-hal-ua-ioc she father-POSS.3SG and mother-POSS.3SG PRT-die-PART-3PL ‘her father and mother having died’ (Vienna C. 51)

Over time these participles have completely lost their ability to agree with their subject; in Modern Hungarian they can only be uninflected.

Agreeing infinitives were common in Old Hungarian. In some codices infinitives with agreement are less frequent than infinitives without agreement (Jókai Codex: 121 with and 305 without, Vienna Codex: 150 with and 262 without, cf. Károly 1956), while in others it is the other way around (Guary Codex: 79 with and 59 without, Könyvecese: 20 with and 6 without, cf. Dékány 2012). In Old Hungarian the infinitive’s ability to agree did not correlate with any other syntactic properties of the non-finite clause. The matrix subject could control the subject of both object and adjunct infinitives (66), the matrix object could control the subject of adjunct infinitives (76b), and the matrix dative could control the subject of either subject or
object infinitives (68). Agreement was possible but not obligatory in all of these configurations. In the interest of space, only agreeing infinitives are shown below.

(66) subject control
a. ne akariatoc fel-n-etèc
   not want-IMP-2PL fear-INF-2PL
   ‘don’t want to be afraid’ (Munich C. 42ra)  
   object inf.
b. Mert nem ipottem hy-n-om igazakot
   because not come-PST-1SG call-INF-1SG good.and.true-PL-ACC
   ‘I have not come to call the good and true’ (Döbrentei C. 205v)  
   adjunct inf.

(67) object control
a. èn èrè´ ztettèlec arat-n-otok
   I send-PST-1SG you-PL-ACC harvest-INF-2PL
   ‘I sent you to reap’ (Munich C. 88rb)  
   adjunct inf.

(68) dative control
a. legyen alkolmas ennekem zol-n-om tynektek
   let.be appropriate I-DAT-1SG say-INF-1SG you-DAT-2PL
   ‘let it be appropriate for me to speak to you’ (Jordánszky C. 712)  
   subject inf.
b. hagyad en nekem be tellyeseyt-en-em azt. ammy-re ievttem.
   let-2SG I DAT-1SG in fulfil-INF-1SG that-ACC what-SUB come-PST-1SG
   ‘let me fulfill what I have come for’ (Cornides C. 113v)  
   object inf.

Control infinitives in Old Hungarian could also optionally anti-agree with their subject; that is, show 3SG agreement with a non-3SG subject (Dékány 2012).

(69) Ne akaryatok feel-ny-e.
not want-IMP-2PL fear-INF-3SG
‘Do not want to be afraid.’ (Jordánszky C. 55)

Compare with the same sentence with regular agreement and without agreement on the infinitive:

(70) a. ne akariatoc fel-n-etèc
not want-IMP-2PL fear-INF-3PL
   ‘Do not want to be afraid.’ (Munich C. 42ra)
b. Ne akaryatok ty ffel-ny
not want-IMP-2PL you fear-INF
   ‘Do not want to be afraid.’ (Jordánszky C. 450)

This might be a sign that infinitival agreement started to become less strong in this period. While infinitives have retained their ability to agree with their subject to date, an important restriction came into force: their ability to agree now correlates with the controller’s case marking. Specifically, only dative control allows agreeing infinitives (Tóth 2000b; 2011). Furthermore, anti-agreeing infinitives are only found with third person plural subjects in Modern Hungarian. Thus the across-the-board optionality of agreement that characterized Old Hungarian has been lost, and infinitival agreement has become subject to strict constraints.

To summarize, those non-finites that obligatorily agreed with their subject in Old Hungarian still do today (unless the non-finite in question has been lost from the language itself),
while those non-finites that optionally agreed with their subject in Old Hungarian have lost this ability completely or partially.

6.3.4 Linguistic fossils from the head-final period

It is the hypothesis of this book that Proto-Hungarian was a head final SOV language, and this word order had changed to Topic Focus V X* before the Old Hungarian period, i.e. before the emergence of written documents (see also É. Kiss 2013). Lightfoot (1991) argues that syntactic innovations always begin in finite matrix clauses. The change affects non-finite subordinate clauses only later on, thus these retain the original order for a longer period. In Old Hungarian the dominant word order is already Topic Focus V X* (or SVO) in both finite matrix and non-finite subordinate clauses. The latter, however, do indeed preserve some SOV-related features that are not attested in finite matrix clauses.

6.3.4.1 Head-final non-finite clauses

The most obvious remnant from the SOV period is the existence of strongly or strictly head-final non-finite clauses. The -t adjectival participle with a coreferent possessor, for instance, is always head-final.

(71) és ot vala [ ec, egy kez-e meg až-ot ] ember, and there was a hand-POSS.3SG PRT wither-PART man ‘and there was a man there which had a withered hand’ (Munich C. 38ra)

This also holds for -t adjectival participles with a corefent object.

(72) mynden [ Isten ec, at-t-a ] yokat, ember el feledne every God give-PART-3SG good-PL-ACC man PRT forget-COND.3SG ‘and man would forget all the good given by God’ (Érdy C. 129)

Old Hungarian -t gerunds are also strictly head-final: the object, negation, and adverbs all precede the nominalized verb.

(73) vetkeztem az vr istenek elene. [ en erzekensegymet sin-PST-1SG the lord God-DAT against-POSS.3SG I sensitivity-POSS.PL-1SG-ACC iora nem byr-t-om-ba ] good-SUB not have-PART-1SG-INE ‘I have sinned against God, in not using my sensitivities for good’ (Virginia C. 2r)

Adjectival participles ending in -ő/ő also have a strong tendency to be head-final, though a few counter-examples do exist (75).

(74) az [ ec, haborusagot zerz-ö ] angaloc, the unrest-ACC make-PART angel-PL ‘the angels who brought war’ (Guary C. 127)

(75) vag . . . [ meg-bočat-o gonossagokat ] be.2SG PRT-forgive-PART evil-PL-ACC ‘forgivest thou the evil’ (Vienna C. 244)

There is a clear tendency for head-final structures with -t adverbial participles, too. Károly (1956) has determined that in the Jókai Codex, Vienna Codex, and Munich Codex, there are
altogether 83 -t adverbial participles (1, 17, and 65 respectively). We have checked these participles and have found that 17 have an overt object (16 cases with a DP object and 1 case with a clausal object). Of these, only 4 are VO, and 13 are OV.

We suggest that the few counter-examples to the head-final character of -ó/˝o adverbial participles and -t adverbial participles involve clause-internal right dislocation. Chapter 2, section 2.3.2 argues that right dislocation played a crucial role in the SOV to SVO reanalysis of Proto-Hungarian.

The participles mentioned above have retained their strongly or strictly head-final character up to the present day (except for the -t adverbial participle, which has been lost), preserving the old SOV order in a fossilized form. Adverbial participles with -val/vel, -va/ve, and -ván/vén had lost their previous head-final nature by the Old Hungarian period, and examples in which one of the verb’s arguments or an adverb follows the participial verb were not rare.

6.3.4.2 Preverbal unmarked objects

This book hypothesizes that Proto-Hungarian was an SOV language, and the preverbal object was morphologically unmarked. Over time it became possible for the object to bear overt case-marking, and this allowed it to appear not only in the immediately preverbal position but elsewhere as well. Without the overt object marking it would not have been possible for the word order to become more relaxed, as the subject and object could not have been distinguished either on the basis of their position or their morphology.

Non-finite clauses in Old Hungarian still feature morphologically unmarked objects from time to time, and such objects are always found in the immediately preverbal position. In other words, non-finites are still able to show the previous SOV order with an unmarked object in a limited way (see also chapter 2, section 2.2.1.1). This is illustrated below for infinitives (76a), -ó/˝o adjectival participles (76b), -t adjectival participles with a coreferent possessor (76c), -va/ve adverbial participles (76d), -ván/vén adverbial participles (76e), and -t adverbial participles (76f). (Obviously, -t adjectival participles with a coreferent internal argument or object don’t have overt objects.)

(76) a. mykoron ez soror megyen vala [ az ora meg lat-ny ]
   when this sister go-3SG be-PST the clock-∅ PRT see-INF
   ‘when this sister was going to check the clock’ (Margaret Legend 7v)

b. [ õ igeie tou-∅-k ]
   his word-POSS.3SG-∅ do-PART-PL
   ‘those fulfilling this words’ (Apor C. 66)

c. agyad meg ymmar [ bewn-e zan-t-nak ]
   give.IMP-2SG PRT now sin-POSS.3SG-∅ grieve-PART-DAT
   ‘give it to the one who is grieving his sins’ (Jókai C. 158)

d. Te kedig [ alamisna té-ué-d ]
   you CONJ alms-∅ do-PART-2SG
   ‘and ye doing your alms’ (Munich C. 12ra)

e. [ az aitoc meg-nít-uan ] ki zalada
   the door-PL-∅ PRT-open-PART out run-PST.3SG
   ‘and opening the doors, he ran out’ (Vienna C. 171)
f. Az paraztrol ky zent fferenczet lewlteuala [egyhaz
the peasant-DEL who Saint Francis-ACC find-PRF-3SG-be.PST church-®]
sepr-ett-e
sweep-PART-3SG
‘about the peasant who found Saint Francis sweeping the church’ (Jókai C. 97)

This fossil from the Proto-Hungarian period is already unattested in Old Hungarian finite clauses; it is featured only in a small part of the data in Old Hungarian non-finites. Károly (1954; 1956) has found that in the Jókai Codex, for instance, out of 240 -va/ve and -ván/vén adverbial participles only 35 have unmarked objects. Unmarked objects have not survived into standard Modern Hungarian. In the most archaic Csángó dialect, however, preverbal unmarked objects are still possible (Hoppa 2012: 72). 15

6.3.5 Interim summary

Table 2 summarizes how non-finite clauses have lost ground from the Old Hungarian period to Modern Hungarian. Basically only -t adjectival participles with a coreferent internal argument (a.k.a. adjectival past participles, cf. English the fallen leaves, the reserved tables) have not suffered any loss, all the other non-finites underwent some change or another that resulted in a narrower distribution and/or greater dependence on the main clause.
Table 2: Changes in the use of non-finite clauses from Old Hungarian to Modern Hungarian (the comments refer to the current state)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>disappeared entirely</th>
<th>narrower external distribution</th>
<th>narrower class of base verbs</th>
<th>independent subject loss</th>
<th>agreement loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>infinitive</strong></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes, with fewer predicates</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes, some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>adjectival participles</strong></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ó/˝ o</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes, no predicative/posterior adnominal loss</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t, object gap</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t, possessor gap</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>adverbial participles</strong></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes, no transient and only some unacc.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-va/ve</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-va/ve</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-val/vel</td>
<td>remained dialectal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gerund</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The gradual extension of finite subordination at the expense of non-finite subordination can also be documented in a number of other Indo-European, Uralic, and Tungusic languages. Ancient Greek, for instance, frequently employed infinitives. The category of infinitives, however, has been completely lost from the language, and Modern Greek makes use of finite subjunctives with a controlled PRO instead (Terzi 1992; 1997; Sampanis 2011). In Russia, the Tungusic and Uralic minority languages with an SOV word order are currently undergoing a shift towards finite relative subordination under contact with and cultural pressure from Russian. The Tungusic language Ewenki began to use finite relatives headed by a relative pronoun instead of non-finite relatives using the gap strategy (Comrie 1998). The same process is in effect in the Uralic language Khanty, one of Hungarian’s sister languages. In Khanty, the shift has three stages (Csepregi 2012). In the first stage, prenominal non-finite relatives using the gap strategy are replaced by postnominal non-finite relatives (still using the gap strategy), and the participial agreement is dropped. In the second stage a proto-relative pronoun is included in the postnominal non-finite relative, and the non-finite form is used more as a predicate rather than an adnominal modifier. Finally, in the third stage the non-finite form is replaced by a finite one, and a proto-relative pronoun is near-obligatory in the clause. Thus the shift from non-finite to finite complementation goes hand in hand with the formation of a left periphery, where the relative element is housed. (The relative cycle in Old Hungarian will be detailed in section 5.4.) Note, however, that language change may also proceed in the other direction: in Amharic (SOV), for instance, it is non-finite subordination that is gaining ground at the expense of finite embedding (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1994).

In the first Old Hungarian texts, finite subordination is already in place, so we cannot track the process by which embedded finite clauses began to emerge. There are two possible ways in which this could have happened. First, it is possible that the finite C layer emerged as head-final, in keeping with the general head-final character of Proto-Hungarian, and it was later re-analyzed as a head-first layer. Support for this position comes from the fact that while Old Hungarian yes/no questions normally feature the interrogative particle -e attached to the verb, sporadically it still occurs in a clause-final position (then it is always accompanied by a clause-initial negative interrogative discourse particle (mi)Nemde, see chapter 2).

(77) **Nemde** QPRT he mother-POSS.3SG say-PASS.3SG Mary-DAT Q ‘Is his mother called Mary?’ (Munich C. 20 va)

In a few cases the interrogative particle -e appears both in a clause-final and a verb-adjacent position. (77) and (78) show that finite CPs are sporadically still head-final in Old Hungarian.

(78) **Mí Nemde elfeledetí-e** QPRT PRT-forget-POSSIB-3SG-Q the mother she small child-POSS.3SG-ACC-Q ‘Can the mother forget her small child?’ (Nádor C. 26r)

The intermediate stage represented by (78) is attested in contemporary finite object clauses in Udmurt (Finno-Ugric) as well, with the native šuiša ‘that’ occupying a clause-final position, and the Russian loanword čto ‘that’ appearing clause-initially (see Tánczos 2013 for a detailed discussion of when such complementizer doubling occurs). Udmurt features a proliferation of non-finite complementation and is currently undergoing an SOV to SVO change that also took place between Proto-Hungarian and Old Hungarian, so the processes that we can observe in this language may show us what might have happened in the period of Hungarian that preceded the era of linguistic records.
The other logically possible course of development is that the finite C layer came to be introduced as head-initial in the first place, with a head-initial finite CP dominating a head-final TP and VP in Proto-Hungarian. (Chapter 5 analyzes the development of PPs in this vein: it is argued that the newly introduced pP layer starts its life as a head-initial projection dominating a head-final PP.) Neither option would violate the Final Over Final Constraint (Biberauer et al. 2007; 2008a;b; 2009), which predicts that diachronic changes from head-final to head-initial proceed top down.16

In the next section we are going to examine how finite clauses developed a fine-grained left periphery in Old Hungarian and how they spread in the language.

### 6.4 The development of finite subordinate clauses

This section aims at providing an overview of how finite subordinate clauses developed in Old and Middle Hungarian and how the system of finite subordinate clauses became enriched as the importance of non-finite subordination diminished. The processes will be linked to structural changes affecting the CP-domain of embedded clauses, and we will show that these changes follow from general economy principles and hence are present in several other languages as well. In this way, the findings concerning the development of Hungarian subordination are crucially important in cross-linguistic terms as well.

#### 6.4.1 Finiteness and the CP-domain

As was mentioned in the introduction, finiteness is also related to the left periphery of the subordinate clause, that is, to the CP-domain: finite clauses are full CPs and finiteness is encoded in the C head (see Kayne 1994 and also Pesetsky and Torrego 2001) – in a cartographic approach such as that of Rizzi (1997), the lowest CP is headed by the C responsible for Finiteness, while the highest one is responsible for Force.

For the present investigation, what is crucial is that the marking of finiteness, as well as the marking of diverse kinds of finite clauses, is related to the CP-domain of the subordinate clause. The increasing importance of finite subordination over non-finite structures brought about changes in the CP-domain too, which fall into two major categories. On the one hand, if there was a CP-layer in Proto-Hungarian (an SOV language), then it was presumably head-final, as shown by the clause-final position of the interrogative marker -e in main clause questions (on this and for further arguments, see Chapter 1 of this volume); the evolution of a functional left periphery of finite subordinate clauses brought about a change from head-final to head-initial CPs.

On the other hand, there are changes that can be observed within a head-initial CP domain, and these changes have two main aspects. First, one type of change involved the grammaticalization of various elements in the CP-domain, that is, elements that had previously appeared in the CP-domain only as a result of movement from within the clause now became C heads. Second, the evolution of a rich system of various C elements in diverse positions also enabled the combinations thereof and, until the point when the grammaticalization of all C elements into the highest node was completed, several complementizer combinations are attested.
The combinations partly involved the marking of new functions, or the combination of existing functions, but were partly the result of reinforced marking of finite subordination.

6.4.2. The diachronic system of finite clauses in Hungarian

As far as the structure of the left periphery is concerned, we basically adopt Rizzi’s analysis, which claims that the CP is iterable, such that there are two CP projections, between which the optional Topic and Focus, when present, are situated (topics are iterable), if there are any (see Rizzi 1997: 297; 2004: 237–238):

(80) \[CP [TopP* [FocP [TopP* [CP]]]]\]

In what follows we will mainly be concerned with the C heads and the intermediate topic and focus projections will not be of much interest, especially because in Hungarian topics and focus normally occur below the CP-domain (see É. Kiss 2002). Apart from the C heads themselves, operators may also occur in the CPs, that is, operators may move to the specifier of a CP (see Chomsky 1977: 87; Kennedy and Merchant 2000: 89–90); in Hungarian, this is the lower \[Spec,CP\] position (see Kántor 2008).

Though typically there is only one overt C head in the structure, some languages may allow both C heads to be filled at the same time. Consider the following example from Welsh (from Roberts 2005: 122):

(81) Dywedais, i mai ‘r dynion fel arfer a werthith y ci.

say I that the men as usual that sell the dog
‘I said that it’s the men who usually sell the dog.’

There are four major complementizers that have to be considered in the history of the Hungarian language: hogy ‘that’, ha ‘if’, mint ‘as/than’ and mert ‘because’. Though in Modern Hungarian they are all complementizers located in the higher C node, historically they all derive from operators that moved to the specifier of the lower CP (cf. Juhász 1991a: 479–481; 1992: 781, 783–785, 801; Haader 1991: 729–737; 1995: 510–677). The functional split from these original operator functions did not take place at the same time, which also has a bearing on whether they still have their etymologically related operator counterparts in Modern Hungarian. The differences are summarized in Table 3:
One major development in terms of the CP-domain was hence the grammaticalization of operators into C heads. Another aspect of the CP-layer being reinforced was the appearance of complementizer combinations. Consider:

Table 4: Complementizer combinations in Hungarian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complementizer</th>
<th>Original operator</th>
<th>Time of split</th>
<th>Present-day related operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ha</em> ‘if’</td>
<td><em>ha</em> ‘when’</td>
<td>before Old Hungarian – Early Old Hungarian</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hogy</em> ‘that’</td>
<td><em>hogy</em> ‘how’</td>
<td>before Old Hungarian – Old Hungarian</td>
<td><em>hogyan</em> ‘how-Int.’, <em>ahogy</em> ‘how-Rel.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mint</em> ‘than/as’</td>
<td><em>mint</em> ‘how’</td>
<td>Old and Middle Hungarian</td>
<td><em>miképpen</em> ‘how’, <em>miként</em> ‘how’, <em>amint</em> ‘how-Rel.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mert</em> ‘because’</td>
<td><em>mert</em> ‘why’</td>
<td>Old and Middle Hungarian</td>
<td><em>miért</em> ‘why-Int.’, <em>amiért</em> ‘why-Rel.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the system is symmetrical: if a given combination existed in the order XY, then it also existed in the YX order, such that the original meaning of the two was the same. While in each pair both members are attested in Old and Middle Hungarian, it is invariably only one member that survives into Modern Hungarian; these are, as highlighted in Table 4, *hogyha* ‘that if’, *merthogy* ‘because that’, *mintha* ‘as if’ and *minthogy* ‘as that’.

Apart from the basic C + C combinations given in Table 4, there are also combinations involving negative-like elements and ones that can morphologically be decomposed into more than two C heads. These additional combinations also tend to appear in symmetrical configurations and if so, then it is again only one of the orders that survives (in Standard Hungarian). As will be shown later on in this chapter, the surviving order is never the original one but the one derived from that. This is summarized in Table 5:
Table 5: The overview of complementizer grammaticalization in Hungarian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original (extinct) order</th>
<th>Grammaticalized (surviving) combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hahogy ‘if that’</td>
<td>hogyha ‘that if’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogymint ‘that than’</td>
<td>minthogy ‘than that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogymint ‘that because’</td>
<td>merthogy ‘because that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamint ‘if as’</td>
<td>mintha ‘as if’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogynemmint ‘that not than’</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogysemmint ‘that neither than’</td>
<td>mintsehogy ‘than neither that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogyhamint ‘that if as’</td>
<td>minthogyha ‘as that if’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The appearance of the combinations in the left-hand column of Table 5 is due to the reinforcement of the CP-domain by filling both C positions with overt elements, while the evolution of the right-hand column combinations is the result of all C elements being reanalysed as Force-marking C heads.

6.4.3. The evolution of complementizers

The evolution of complementizers from the original operators involved two successive steps of reanalysis. First, one type of reanalysis was responsible for the reinterpretation of operators into (lower) C heads. This is in line with the mechanism of the relative cycle, where an operator – an original pronoun – is reanalysed as a complementizer head, cf. Roberts and Roussou (2003), van Gelderen (2009). This is also attested for English that, and is hence far from being language-specific. Second, a further step of reanalysis caused elements to be reanalysed from lower C heads to higher C heads, which is again attested in the case of English that, see van Gelderen (2009).

The two processes are summarized in (82):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\text{C'} \\
\text{C} \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\text{C'} \\
\text{C} \\
\end{array}
\]

As can be seen in the left-hand side diagram, an element X (an operator) that is located in the lower [Spec,CP] position is reanalysed as the head of that CP (hence as a complementizer). The second step is shown in the right-hand side diagram: the element X (a complementizer) is reanalysed as a higher C head (hence still a complementizer).

Both steps are motivated by economy and hence are required by general principles governing linguistic processes. The relevant requirements on economy are summarized in terms of the Head Preference Principle (HPP) and the Late Merge Principle (LMP) by van Gelderen
(2004), both going back to the idea that Merge is preferred over movement (see Chomsky 1995). The HPP states that it is preferable to be a head than a phrase, i.e. base-generation is preferred over movement – hence the reanalysis from operator to complementizer.

The LMP states that it is more economical to be base-generated in a higher position than to be moved to that position – hence the reinterpretation of the original lower C as a higher one. The reason behind this latter step is simply that it is the higher C head that is responsible for defining the Force of the clause and the fact that certain overt lower C heads become associated with carrying Force implies that these elements also start moving up to the higher C head. This again leads to a choice between movement and base-generation at a higher point in the structure – and just as in the case of the HPP, the latter configuration is preferred.

As has been mentioned earlier, the functional split between the original operators and the new complementizer functions took place at different times (cf. Table 3 in section 6.4.2). That is, while for hogy ‘that’ and ha ‘if’ it happened before the Old Hungarian period and partly in Early Old Hungarian, for mint ‘than/as’ and mert ‘because’ it took place in Old and Middle Hungarian. This led to a difference in their typical positions in Old and Middle Hungarian: ha was invariably an upper C head, while hogy was typically an upper C head but could also be base-generated in the lower C position. By contrast, mint and mert were either lower C heads or were still located in the lower [Spec,CP] position.

The positional differences will be important especially in terms of combinations; for the time being, let us focus on the evolution of the individual C heads. There are two fundamental ways in which they contributed to the shift from non-finite to finite subordination. On the one hand, the general finite subordinator hogy ‘that’ was extended in its functions and came to be preferred over non-finite structures. On the other hand, the appearance and the strengthening of specific complementizers also meant that finite subordinate clauses could be used for several functions.

6.4.3.1. The evolution of hogy ‘that’

The complementizer hogy ‘that’ is etymologically related to the operator hogy ‘how’ and the split between the two can be dated back to the period prior to Old Hungarian. Hence even the early texts display the complementizer function in the vast majority of the cases, though there are still some examples for the original operator function:

(83) furiscete musia etetý ýmletí ug hugging ana
bathe-3SG wash-3SG feed-3SG breastfeed-3SG so how mother
sciluttet
child-POSS.3SG-ACC
‘she bathes, washes, feeds and breastfeeds him as a mother does her child’ (Königsberg Fragment)

Since hogy was grammaticalized relatively early as a (lower) C head, it appears as a higher C head already in Old Hungarian and was typically base-generated in this position and only rarely as a lower C head – in the latter case, it preferably moved up. The importance of this, as well as the arguments in favour of this stance, will be discussed in section 6.4.4 in detail.

Most functions of hogy are attested in both Old/Middle and Modern Hungarian. First, hogy introduces finite declarative subclauses (that-clauses), as shown by the following example from Old Hungarian (note that in this function hogy alternates with the zero):
Second, *hogy* introduces embedded imperatives (again, it may alternate with zero):

(84) hallotta vala **hogy** vr tèkěntettè valna ķnèpèt
hear-PERF-3SG be-PST that Lord see-PERF-3SG be-COND he-people-POSS.3SG-ACC

‘she had heard in the country of Moab that the Lord had visited his’ (Vienna C. 1)

Second, *hogy* introduces embedded imperatives (again, it may alternate with zero):

(85) a. & kèzdec kèrnì **hogy** èltauoznec ő
and begin-PST-3PL ask-INF that off-depart-COND-3SG they
videkecbol
coast-POSS.2PL-ELA

‘And they began to pray him to depart out of their coasts.’ (Munich C. 40ra)

b. dawyd kènyerewk Istennek **hogy** az éw ellensegyt meg
David beg.3SG God-DAT that the he enemy-POSS.PL.3SG-ACC PRT
roncza
destroy-SBJV-3SG

‘David begs God to destroy his enemies.’ (Apor C. 2)

Third, *hogy* appears optionally (that is, alternating with the zero) in embedded *wh*-questions together with the *wh*-pronoun itself, resulting in the sequence *hogy* + interrogative pronoun:

(86) vetókòdtec vala **hogy** ki ő kòzottoc nagob volna
dispute-PERF-3PL be-PST that who they among-3PL greater be-COND.3SG

‘they had disputed among themselves, who should be the greatest.’ (Munich C. 45rb)

Fourth, *hogy* introduces purpose clauses from Old Hungarian onwards:

(87) a. Meńńètec a rokon falucba & varosocba **hogy** ot es
go-IMP-2PL the nearby village-PL-ILL and town-PL-ILL that there also
péدليل’l’ac
preach-SBJV-1SG

‘go into the next towns, that I may preach there also’ (Munich C. 37ra)

b. ada az kòuetsnek eğ kòuet, ki vala emberi
give-PST.3SG the ambassador-DAT a stone-ACC which be-PST human
zemnek hasonlatossagara, **hogy** vinneek ő vroknak
eye-DAT similarity-POSS-SUB that take-COND-3PL they lord-POSS.3PL-DAT

‘he gave the ambassador a stone, which was similar to a human eye, so that they
take it to their lord’ (Bod C. 4r)

In this case *hogy* is responsible for encoding that the subclause expresses purpose and hence cannot be replaced by the zero.

Fifth, *hogy* is also responsible for introducing clauses with a consecutive meaning; in these cases the subclause is attached to a degree expression (DegP – *olyan* ‘so’ or *úgy* ‘so’) in the matrix clause:

(88) a. Es oz gimilsnc wìl keseruv uola vize **hug**
and the fruit-DAT so bitter be-PST.3SG water-POSS that
turchucat mìge zocoztìa vola
throat-POSS.3PL-ACC PRT cut-3SG be-PST

‘and the fruit tasted so bitter that it hurt their throats’ (Funeral Sermon and Prayer)
b. ug vigaziatoc mèden idóbèn imadkozuan hog mèltac
so watch-IMP-2PL all time-INE pray-PART that worthy-PL
legètec èltauoztatnotoc mèd èzekèt
be-SBJV-2PL off-leave-CAUS-INF-2PL all these-ACC
‘watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape
all these things’ (Munich C. 80va)

c. & sokan gôlekezen egbé ug hog sem a hazba sem
and many gather-PST-3PL together so that neither the house-ILL neither
az aitohoz nè fèrnèn
c the door-ALL not reach-COND-3PL
‘And the multitude cometh together again, so that they could not get either into the
house or to the door.’ (Munich C. 37rb)

It is worth mentioning that the sequence of úgy and hogy was reinterpreted into the coordinating
conjunction úgyhogy ‘so that’ (cf. D. Mátai 2003: 423; Rácz 1995: 699–702); this may be the
case in example (88c) as well. The same is not true for olyan since it was typically not adjacent
to the subordinate clause in the linear structure: the adjective or the noun modified by olyan
appears between the two and the verb may do so too. The mechanism of this kind of reinterpre-
tation will be addressed in section 6.4.5 in more detail.

Apart from the five functions mentioned above, the subordinator hogy had one additional
function historically: it introduced comparative subclauses (either ones expressing equality or
ones expressing inequality), typically co-occurring with the element nem ‘not’:

\[
(89) \text{iob hogy megfog’dosuā algukmēg’ vrat éléuènèn hogy nè}
\text{better that PRT-catch-PART bless-SBJV-1PL-PRT Lord-ACC alive that not}
\text{mèghal’õc PRT-die-SBJV-1PL}
\]
‘it is better to bless the Lord if we are captured alive than to die’ (Vienna C. 25)

In this function hogy was widespread and it was only in Middle Hungarian that it came to be
replaced by mint ‘than/as’.

These functions of hogy mentioned so far are attested in Old Hungarian; note that hogy
introduces embedded yes-no questions in Modern Hungarian (appearing together with the in-
terrogative marker -e) but this function evolved only later. These clauses were introduced by
the C head ha ‘if’ even in the 17th century, as will be shown in section 6.4.3.2. In Modern
Hungarian, the complementizer is hogy, which alternates with zero in this function.

Apart from functional changes, it has to be stressed that clauses introduced by hogy be-
came more frequent. The following chart summarizes the findings of a small corpus study car-
ried out on three translations of the gospel of Mark: the Munich Codex (1416/1466), György
Káldi’s translation (1626), and the Neovulgata translation (1997). Altogether there are 219 loci
where hogy occurs in at least one of the translations as a sole complementizer (hence not as part
as complementizer combinations or together with relative pronouns). The occurrences of hogy
are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Munich Codex (1416/1466)</th>
<th>Káldi’s translation (1626)</th>
<th>Neovulgata (1997)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hogy ‘that’</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The increased use of hogy ‘that’
As can be seen, the number of the occurrences – and hence the frequency – of hogy increased from Old Hungarian onwards. It is important to mention that alongside with this, the number of the zero alternates of hogy also increased in the loci under discussion; that is, in cases where the earlier texts had different constructions, hence not finite subordination, later texts may contain a zero complementizer instead of hogy, and the number of these increased too:

Table 7: The increased use of the zero subordinator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Munich Codex (1416/1466)</th>
<th>Káldi’s translation (1626)</th>
<th>Neovulgata (1997)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø ‘that’</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth having a closer look at the structures the Munich Codex and Káldi’s translation use where the Modern Hungarian translation has hogy (hence there are altogether 57 such instances in the Munich Codex and 13 in Káldi’s translation). Of course, there are a number of cases where the structure is too different to allow systematic comparison; disregarding these, however, there are some typical syntactic structures that appear instead of finite subordinate clauses introduced by hogy, in line with the general marginalization of non-finite subordination (see section 6.3):

Table 8: Structures used instead of finite subordination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Munich Codex (1416/1466)</th>
<th>Káldi’s translation (1626)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-finite clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverbial participles</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitives</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coordination (és ‘and’)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mert ‘that’</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nominal expressions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the use of mert ‘that’ in that-clauses is significant in the Munich Codex; this was possible in Old Hungarian (Haader 2003: 506) but not later (when mert could only mean ‘because’); in other words, initially there were two possible candidates (hogy and mert) for the role of a general subordinator but it was clearly hogy that eventually won. Note that this is in line with the fact that hogy became a general marker of finite subordination and hence when there is no other Force to be expressed then the head of the subclause is either hogy or its zero alternate. We will return to the issue of the functions of hogy when discussing complementizer combinations.

The chart above also shows that the constructions used instead of clauses introduced by hogy are in most cases not even instances of finite subordination: they are very often non-finite clauses such as infinitives and adverbial participles (see section 6.3 for more details); in addition, there are several instances of coordination and of nominal expressions (DPs containing nouns derived from verbs via the suffix -ás/-és). The frequency of these is lower already in Middle Hungarian, in accordance with the increased significance of finite subordination in general (see section 6.3 of the present chapter and also Haader 2001).

It is worth noting that the complementizer introducing simple declarative subclauses tends to appear in a number of other constructions as well in languages in general. For instance, that in English has likewise several functions:

(90) a. I heard that Ralph had arrived.
    b. Ralph was so tired that he fell asleep in class.
c. I have seen the film that you mentioned last week.

d. We took the train so that we would arrive on time.

As can be seen, *that* in English can introduce simple declarative subclauses such as the one in (90a) and it also appears in the *so...that* construction, as in (90b). Furthermore, *that* in English is able to introduce relative clauses on its own, as in (90c), which is not the case in Hungarian – however, as will be shown later on, Hungarian *hogy* could also appear in relative clauses historically, if combined with relative pronouns. Last but not least, *that* appears in purpose clauses in the sequence *so that*.

Apart from comparatives, *that* in English crucially does not appear in two constructions: embedded imperatives and embedded *wh*-interrogatives (or in embedded yes-no questions either). As far as the first is concerned, English uses infinitive constructions and there is simply no overt complementizer in embedded *wh*-interrogatives (and embedded yes-no questions are introduced by *if* or *whether*). This is demonstrated by the following examples:

(91) a. I told him to clean the windows.
    b. I asked him when he wanted to leave.
    c. I asked him if he wanted to leave.

This reveals an interesting property of Hungarian *hogy*, namely that it is truly a marker of finite subordination and was so historically as well. This has two main aspects. First, as was mentioned above, in Hungarian finite subordinate clauses introduced by *hogy* appear instead of non-finite structures, which is the result of finite subordination gaining over non-finite subordination. Naturally, such changes were possible only by using a complementizer that was not incompatible with the Force of the clause; that is, *hogy* was already general enough to accommodate even more functions. Second, unlike *that* in English, *hogy* is not specified for [–wh] but may appear in [+wh] clauses as well, which would be incompatible with the properties of a simple declarative complementizer that is inherently marked for [–wh].

6.4.3.2. The evolution of *ha* ‘if’

The etymologically related operator of the complementizer *ha* ‘if’ meant ‘when’ and since the functional split between the two took place mostly before the Old Hungarian period this latter function is relatively infrequent in Old Hungarian as well (though it is possible even later on):

(92) fele mvnybe [le] ha tekunte [ek]essen tegud e[s] ha
    up heaven-ILL when look-PST.3SG embellished you-ACC too when
    lata ýste[n]segne[nc] [ne]we mia rolad ozun keppe[n]
    speak-PST.3SG deity-DAT name-POSS for you-DEL so
    scola
    ‘when he looked up to heaven and saw you embellished, he spoke of you that way for
    the name of God’ (Königsberg Fragment)

The complementizer *ha* was early grammaticalized into a lower C head and its reanalysis as a higher C head was early too: accordingly, it was base-generated as a higher C head already in Old Hungarian. This is clearly shown by its behaviour in complementizer combinations, as will be shown later on.

As far as its functions are concerned, *ha* has introduced conditional clauses from Old Hungarian onwards, as in the Old Hungarian examples in (93):
In addition, ha was responsible for introducing embedded yes-no questions in Old Hungarian: this function was preserved in Middle Hungarian as well but then the interrogative marker -e was also present in the subclause. In Modern Hungarian, this type is introduced by hogy or its zero alternate, and the presence of the interrogative marker -e is obligatory (see É. Kiss 2002: 239). The change is illustrated below in (94), with a zero complementizer in the Modern Hungarian example:

(94) a. mōgadm̄gnècko̗ntecho̗tèvag x
ask-IMP-2SG-PRT DAT-1PL if you are Christ
‘tell us whether thou be the Christ’ (Munich C. 33va)

b. mondd meg nekünk, hatte vagy-e Krisztus
ask-IMP-2SG PRT DAT-1PL if you are-Q Christ
‘tell us whether thou be the Christ’ (Káldi, Mark 26:63)

c. mondd meg nekünk, Øte vagy-e a Krisztus
ask-IMP-2SG PRT DAT-1PL you are-Q the Christ
‘tell us whether thou be the Christ’ (Neovulgata, Mark 26:63)

Consider also the following set of examples, with an overt hogy in the Modern Hungarian translation:

(95) a. kérde őtetha mit latna
ask-PST.3SG he-ACC if what-ACC see-COND.3SG
‘he asked him if he saw ought’ (Munich C. 44ra)

b. kérđéőt, ha láť-e valamit
ask-PST.3SG he-ACC if see.3SG-Q something-ACC
‘he asked him if he saw ought’ (Káldi, Mark 8:23)

c. megkérdezte tőle, hogy láť-e valamit
PRT-ask-PST.3SG ABL-3SG that see.3SG-Q something-ACC
‘he asked him if he saw ought’ (Neovulgata, Mark 8:23)

As can be seen, ha in this function was initially responsible for marking the [+wh] nature of the subclause in itself; however, later on the phonologically visible marker came to be the interrogative marker -e, which is inherently [+wh] and has been appearing in main clause questions from Old Hungarian onwards (often together with nemde ‘isn’t it’ in Old Hungarian). In this way it became unnecessary to mark the [+wh] nature of the clause by a separate [+wh] complementizer and as far as marking subordination, the general subordination marker is hogy ‘that’ or its zero alternate (see section 6.4.3.1), and hogy is underspecified for [±wh], cf. É. Kiss (2002: 239).
Hence the change between (94b) and (94c), and between (95b) and (95c) is essentially the general extension of *hogy* for marking subordination.

It has to be mentioned that there seem to be three patterns cross-linguistically with respect to the [±wh] nature of the complementizer in embedded yes-no questions. First, the C head may select exclusively for [+wh] or [–wh] – for instance, German *ob* ‘if’ introducing embedded yes-no questions selects exclusively for [+wh]:

(96) Ich weiß nicht, ob er kommt.  
I know-1SG not if he come-3SG  
‘I don’t know if he will come.’

Since German *ob* has no other function, it is always unambiguously [+wh] and hence there is single encoding in German embedded yes-no questions, in that the C head responsible for clause-typing also encodes the [+wh] nature of the clause.

Second, it is also possible that a given C head selects either for [+wh] or [–wh] depending on its function. This is the case for English *if* and for Old Hungarian *ha*: when introducing embedded yes-no questions, as in (97a), *if* is [+wh] but when introducing conditional clauses it is [–wh], as in (97b):

(97) a. I don’t know *if* he will come.  
    b. Ring me *if* he comes.

Since there seems to be a clear-cut distinction between the two functions, it is worth distinguishing between two complementizers that have the same phonological form and are also etymologically related. Still, in cases like (97a) there is also single encoding as it is the complementizer *if* that is responsible for marking subordination and the [+wh] nature of the subclause.

Finally, it is also possible that the C head responsible for clause-typing marks only subordination and does not select for [+wh] or [–wh] and this is the case with *hogy* in Modern Hungarian. In this case, there is obviously double encoding: that is, the element responsible for marking subordination (the C head) is distinct from the element overtly marking the [+wh] of the subordinate clause (the interrogative marker -*e*). Note that the same double encoding holds in embedded *wh*-questions from Old Hungarian onwards since the overt marker of [+wh] has always been the *wh*-element itself and the subordinator has been *hogy* (or its zero counterpart, which is in fact earlier, see Chapter 1 of this volume). In this respect, the diachronic change from Old to Modern Hungarian embedded yes-no questions is essentially one from single encoding into double encoding and the Middle Hungarian configuration (the co-occurrence of *ha* and the interrogative marker -*e*) represents an intermediate change. As *ha* was gradually losing its function of marking [+wh] and this role was taken over by -*e*, the role of an overt complementizer was reduced to solely marking subordination and hence *hogy*, which was the general subordination marker, took over this role from *ha*.

### 6.4.3.3. The evolution of *mint* ‘than/as’

The complementizer *mint* ‘than/as’ is etymologically related to a former operator meaning ‘how’; the functional split between the two took place during Old Hungarian and partially also during Middle Hungarian, hence both functions can be observed for a long time. It is important to mention that *mint* could alternate with the operators *miként* ‘how’ and *miképpen* ‘how’ in comparatives expressing equality (see Haader 2003: 539); however, the latter did not develop into C heads. The operator *mint* can be observed already in the earliest texts:
We hypothesize that *mint* in Old Hungarian was either an operator in the specifier of the lower CP or a lower C head: it started moving up to the higher C head position in this period but was not grammaticalized there yet. The importance of this will become clear when considering combinations: as was seen earlier, the comparative complementizer was initially *hogy* and hence *mint* (and its alternates) could appear only in a lower – specifier, then head – position. This also means that the present-day complementizer function of *mint* evolved during the Old and Middle Hungarian periods due to the grammaticalization of *mint* as a higher C head and the disappearance of *hogy* from comparatives. We will return to this issue later on in more detail.

The complementizer *mint* is responsible for introducing comparative subclauses both in comparatives expressing equality and in ones expressing inequality. The difference between the two types can hence primarily be observed in the degree expression in the matrix clause: in structures expressing equality, the adjective or the functional head of the degree expression is in the positive degree (e.g. *olyan magas* ‘as tall’ or *annyi* ‘as much’), while in comparatives expressing inequality it is in the comparative degree (e.g. *magasabb* ‘taller’ or *több* ‘more’).

The following examples show *mint* in comparatives expressing equality. Note that in Old Hungarian *miként* (and *miképpen*) can still appear in this function:

(99) Mět istèn nem vgā fenègèt mēt ëmber sem ġerièztètic
because God not as threaten.3SG as human neither induce-PASS-3SG
haragra mikēt ëmbèrnç fia
wrath-SUB how human-DAT son-POSS
‘because God does not threaten as humans do, nor does he get enraged as humans’
(Vienna C. 27)

In the following example *mint* appears in comparatives expressing inequality:

(100) Es parāčola hog a kémencè hètzer inkab
and command-PST.3SG that the furnace seven-times rather
gerièztètnec mēt zokotvala gerièztètni
heat-CAUS-COND-3SG than use-PERF-be-PST heat-PASS-INF
‘and he commanded that they should heat the furnace one seven times more than it was wont to be heated’ (Vienna C. 127)

In the case of *mint* there are no functional changes: essentially what happened is that an original operator grammaticalized into a C head, which is in line with the expectation that finite subordinators become more diversified as finite subordination becomes more important.

Note that the grammaticalization of operators into C heads is in fact very frequent in comparatives cross-linguistically; what may seem to be peculiar in Hungarian is that this change took place (at least) twice, first with *hogy* and later with *mint*. On the other hand, it seems that the change affected comparatives expressing equality and ones expressing inequality at the same time. A similar grammaticalization process is argued for by Jäger (2012) for German *als* ‘than’ and *wie* ‘as’, such that *wie* grammaticalized later; she also points out that *wie* is permitted to co-occur with *als* in some dialects and in others it has in fact already taken over the role of *als*. The following examples illustrate these various possibilities:

(98) Ez oz ýstèn myntewt esmeriuc!
this the God how-he-ACC know-1PL
‘this is God as we know him’ (Königsberg Fragment)
The structures given in (101a) and (101b) represent the Standard German (Modern High German) setting, where the complementizer responsible for introducing clauses expressing equality is *wie* and the one responsible for introducing clauses expressing inequality is *als*. Depending on the dialect and on the speaker, (101c) is possible (this is common in Western dialects such as Hessian): this involves the co-presence of two complementizers in the same fashion as *hogy* and *mint* could co-occur in Old and Middle Hungarian, as will be shown in section 6.4.4.2.1. However, configurations like (101c) in some dialects led to *wie* taking over *als* in comparatives expressing inequality (this is common in Southern dialects such as Bavarian): in these dialects, *wie* is hence a general comparative complementizer in essentially the same way as *mint* is in Hungarian, as shown in (101d).

### 6.4.3.4. The evolution of mert ‘because’

The operator etymologically related to *mert* ‘because’ had the meaning of ‘why’; the functional split between the two took place during Old and partially also Middle Hungarian. Hence the split between the two forms *mert* ‘because’ and *miért* ‘why’ that is true for Modern Hungarian was not attested for a long time and the two forms were fundamentally free variants (see Haader 2003: 542–543); that is, the form *mert* could have both the functions ‘because’ and ‘why’, and the same is true of the form *miért*. We hypothesize that *mert* in Old Hungarian was either an operator in the specifier of the lower CP or a lower C head: it started moving up to the higher C head only in this period and was not grammaticalized there yet. Again, the importance of this will become clear when considering combinations, which will be addressed later.

The following example shows the complementizer *mert* appearing in the form of *mert*:

(102) Halgassad vrā & irgalmazy mert irgalmas istēn vag
listen-IMP-2SG lord-POSS.1SG and pity-IMP-2SG because merciful God be-2SG
& irgalmazih mvnēkōnc mert būnhoṭjonc te ēloṭtēd
and pity-IMP-2SG we-DAT-1PL because sin-PST-1PL you before-2SG
‘Listen and have pity, Lord, for we have sinned before you.’ (Vienna C. 102)

In the following example the complementizer *mert* appears in the form of *miért*:
(103) Bizoṅ a tv̇ istêntec istênekncè istênè & kiraloknac
indeed the you God-POSS.2PL god-PL-DAT God-POSS and king-PL-DAT
vra megêlentuen titkokat miért megîîthata
lord-POSS PRT-reveal-PART secret-PL-ACC because PRT-open-POSSIB-PST.3SG
è titkot
this secret-ACC
‘of a truth it is, that your God is a God of gods, and a Lord of kings, and a revealer of
secrets, seeing thou couldst reveal this secret’ (Vienna C. 124)

In Old Hungarian, *mert* could also introduce *that*-clauses, as was mentioned in the section
6.4.3.1. This function disappeared before the Middle Hungarian period (cf. Haader 2003: 506)
but consider the following example from Old Hungarian:

(104) Kit legottan ĩ̩ scent zèllete miat
who-ACC immediately Jesus he sacred spirit-POSS.3SG for
megêmêruè *mert* ig gondolnanac ô bennèc môda ô
PRT-recognize-PART that so think-COND-3PL they INE-3PL say-PST.3SG they
ënèkic
DAT-3PL
‘and immediately when Jesus perceived in his spirit that they so reasoned within
themselves, he said unto them’ (Munich C. 37rb)

Apart from the disappearance of this function, there are no considerable changes in the use of
*mert* in Old and Modern Hungarian and hence it can be concluded that there are no significant
functional changes in the case of *mert* either.

It has to be mentioned that the grammaticalization of *mert* into a C head involves an
important change in the [±wh] nature of this element since *mert* as a complementizer is [–wh]
while as an operator – either interrogative or relative – it was [+wh]. This difference can be
observed in other languages as well: in Italian, for instance, *perché* ‘because’ is a complemen-
tizer and *perché* ‘why’ is an interrogative (though not relative) operator. The two functions are
illustrated by the following examples:

(105) a. Ti ho chiesto una mano *perché* stavo cadendo.
you.DAT have-1SG ask-PART a-FEM hand because be-PST-1SG fall-PART
‘I asked you to give me a hand because I was falling.’

b. Ho chiesto *perché* questa canzone piace alla gente.
have-1SG ask-PART why this-FEM song please-3SG to-the-FEM people
‘I asked why people liked this song.’

c. Ho chiesto *perché* questa canzone piaccia alla gente.
have-1SG ask-PART why this-FEM song please-SBJV-3SG to-the-FEM people
‘I asked why people liked this song.’

In (105a), the C head *perché* introduces a [–wh] subclause and the verb is in its indicative form.
By contrast, in (105b) and (105c) the subordinate clause is [+wh] and contains the operator
*perché* and the verb is either indicative, as in (105b), or is in the subjunctive, as in (105c), the
latter representing a more formal/elevated style. Note, however, that embedding in itself does
not require the use of the subjunctive and the reason behind its availability in (105c) is due to
the [+wh] nature of the clause.
What is important for us here is that the clear feature distinction between a [–wh] complementizer mert and a former [+wh] operator mert means that as soon as mert is reanalysed as a C head and hence [–wh], the [+wh] nature of the clause is set by the overt complementizer itself. Hence in a clause introduced by mert it is not possible for other, new operators to appear even after mert has been reanalysed as a higher C head and grammaticalization at the left periphery of clauses of reason is thus not recursive in this sense. This is different from what was attested in comparatives, where the reanalysis of former operators into C heads actually feeds the appearance of new overt operators in the long run: the same process taking place in clauses of reason bleeds the appearance of new operators.

6.4.3.5. Interim summary

The general change from non-finite to finite embedding brought about the evolution of a functional left periphery (a CP-domain) in finite subordinate clauses; apart from the strengthening of a CP-domain, this also involved the establishment of CPs as head-initial projections. Grammaticalisation processes in this CP-domain involved two main aspects. First, elements initially moving to the left periphery grammaticalized from operators into C heads and this resulted in a variety of finite complementizers expressing various functions. Second, marking finite subordination became more important and hence hogy ‘that’ was extended to a wide range of clauses as a general subordination marker.

6.4.4. The appearance and disappearance of multiple complementizers

As was mentioned in the introduction, complementizers could also appear in various combinations. This involves the combinations of the four complementizers – hogy ‘that’, ha ‘if’, mint ‘than/as’ and mert ‘because’ – with each other, and combinations that involve other heads in the left periphery. First the general mechanisms of complementizer combinations will be considered, with special attention paid to the distinction between syntactic and morphological combinations and the importance thereof. Second, we will turn to the examination of Hungarian complementizers combining with each other and with negative-like heads, with special focus on comparatives. Third, we will briefly consider the issue of multiple combinations.

6.4.4.1. Syntactic and morphological combinations

As was outlined in the introduction, there are several combinations attested in various periods of Hungarian: some of these are already extinct (e.g. hahogy ‘if that’ or hogyhamint ‘that if as’), while others are still used (e.g. hogyha ‘that if’ or minthogyha ‘as that if’). An important question concerning complementizer combinations is that in case the two (or more) elements that are involved in the combination can function as complementizers on their own as well, what the grammatical status of the combination is, that is, whether the combination is formed during the syntactic derivation or whether the combination enters the derivation already as a complex unit.

The two types to be distinguished here are syntactic and morphological combinations. In syntactic combinations the parts of the combination are base-generated as separate heads in the syntax and combination hence either means the adjacency of these separate elements at PF, or there are complex heads that are formed by adjunction during the derivation. In morphological combinations the entire complex is base-generated as a single head in the syntax, and hence the notion of combination can be applied only as far as morphology is concerned. The two types are nevertheless strongly related to each other historically: as will be shown, morphological combinations came into being by the grammaticalization of syntactic combinations.
As was discussed in section 6.4.3, the individual complementizers underwent grammaticalization at different times and hence their typical positions were also different in Old Hungarian. This also enabled both C head positions to be filled by overt elements, which can also be observed in other languages, cf. Roberts (2005) and van Gelderen (2005). In addition, it was also possible for future complementizers that were still operators to appear together with an overt higher C head. In these cases the combinations are purely syntactic and the linear PF order is the same as the base-generated order.

At the same time, as has already been mentioned, lower C heads were ultimately reanalysed as higher C heads. This obviously meant that complementizers base-generated in the lower C position started to move up to the higher C head, and later came to be base-generated there. When a lower C head moved up to the higher C position when the latter was already filled by another (overt) element, then the original lower C head was left-adjointed to the original higher C head, following the Linear Correspondence Axiom of Kayne (1994) and the Mirror Principle of Baker (1985, 1988). Later on these combinations were grammaticalized, that is, they came to be base-generated as a single – morphologically complex – head in the higher C position.

The four stages described above are represented in (106):
6.4.4.2. Combinations of two C heads

The system of combinations involving two C heads was outlined in Table 4 and it was also pointed out in the introduction that the system is completely symmetrical in that if a given combination existed in the order XY, then the order YX is also attested; this follows from the nature of the mechanisms given in (106). Moreover, for every pair XY and YX it is true that only one member remained in the language – that is, the one that grammaticalized into a morphological combination.

On the other hand, the underlying order is directly influenced by when the individual complementizers grammaticalized. As was pointed out in section 6.4.3, grammaticalization did not take place at the same time for all the four complementizers and hence they occupied different positions in Old Hungarian and partly in Middle Hungarian as well. These typical positions are given below:

(107)  

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\text{C'} \\
\text{C} \\
\text{CP} \\
\text{ha} \\
\text{mint} \\
\text{hogy} \\
\text{mert} \\
\text{C'} \\
\text{mint} \\
\text{mert} \\
(\text{hogy})
\end{array}
\]

As can be seen, *ha* ‘if’ is base-generated as a higher C head, while *hogy* ‘that’ is typically a higher and less frequently a lower C head; *mint* ‘than/as’ and *mert* ‘because’ are either lower C heads or still operators moving to the specifier position of the lower CP. This has three important consequences.

First, the order of two complementizers appearing in one left periphery is predictable. Since *ha* is always a higher C head, it always appears as the first member in the original combinations, hence: *hahogy* ‘if that’ and *hamint* ‘if as’. Similarly, since *mint* and *mert* were lower C heads (or operators), they appear as the second members in the original combinations, hence: *hogymert* ‘that because’, *hogymint* ‘that than’ and *hamint* ‘if as’. Finally, *hogy*, typically being a higher C head, could combine with lower C heads (and operators), hence: *hogymert* ‘that because’ and *hogymint* ‘that than’ but since it could appear as a lower C head as well, it could also be combined with *ha*, hence: *hahogy* ‘if that’.

Second, since lower C heads systematically moved up to the higher C position, it is also explained why all the four combinations reflecting the underlying order (*hahogy*, *hamint*, *hogymert*, *hogymint*) have their counterparts with the reverse order but the same original meaning (*hogyha*, *mintha*, *merthogy*, *minthogy*), as shown in Table 4.

Third, apart from the fact that an original XY combination also had a YX counterpart, it is also predictable that out of the two it is always the one showing the YX order that remained in the language: since all lower C heads ultimately grammaticalized into higher C heads, there remained no complementizer to appear in the lower C position. This is in accordance with the historical data, as highlighted in Table 4.
There is yet one more question to be addressed in connection with the status of hogy in the combinations under discussion. As was mentioned, hogy was typically a higher C head and it was base-generated as a lower C head only in the case of hahogy (more arguments for this will be presented in section 6.4.4.2.3). However, since hogy preferably moved up in general, it is expected that movement preferably took place also in combinations with ha: that is, the appearance of the combination hogyha is expected to be significantly earlier than that of the other grammaticalized complex C heads.

This is indeed the case, as demonstrated by the comparative study carried out on four different translations of all the four gospels (cf. Bacsikai-Atkari 2012a); the translations are the Munich Codex (1416/1466) and the Jordánszky Codex (1516–1519) from Old Hungarian, György Káldi’s translation (1626) from Middle Hungarian and the Neovulgata translation (1997) from Modern Hungarian. We searched for the occurrences of the complex C heads hogyha, mintha, minthogy and merthogy; the results are summarized in Table 9:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hogyha</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mintha</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minthogy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merthogy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, hogyha appears considerably earlier than the other three combinations, which is in line with the expectations: the Munich Codex contains examples only for this combination out of all the four, while the other three combinations appear later with some sporadic examples in the Jordánszky Codex and in greater numbers in later texts. It must be mentioned that all the four combinations exist in Modern Hungarian and hence it is accidental that some of them do not appear in the Neovulgata translation at all. On the other hand, not only hogyha but also the other three combinations date back to Old Hungarian and hence their absence or low numbers can be interpreted only in terms of the comparative analysis carried out on the given texts.

What is important for the present discussion is that the early and frequent appearance of hogyha is not surprising considering that hogy preferably moved up even when combining with the complementizer ha since it was preferably located in that position anyway – from this it follows that hogyha should appear considerably earlier than the other three combinations.

In what follows we will briefly review the individual combination pairs and their functions.

6.4.4.2.1. The combinations of hogy ‘that’ and mint ‘than/as’

As has already been discussed, comparative subclauses were originally headed by the complementizer hogy ‘that’; mint ‘than/as’ appeared in Old Hungarian, first as an operator and later as a lower C head, resulting in the combination hogymint ‘that than’. It has to be mentioned that originally nem ‘not’ or sem ‘neither’ also appeared alongside hogy; this issue will be readdressed later and hence for the time being let us disregard the question of how negative elements appeared in the combinations of hogy and mint.

The following examples illustrate the function of hogymint introducing comparative subclauses expressing inequality, as in (108a), and in ones expressing equality, as in (108b):
(108) a. edesseget erze nágoban **hogy**mint annak előtte
sweetness-ACC feel-PST.3SG greater that-than that-DAT before-3SG
‘(s)he felt sweetness even more than before’ (Lázar C. 71r)

b. mind anne bösegos kőnhullatasoc mene a vízeknek
all so.much plenty crying-PL as.much the water-PL-DAT
sokassaghí sem volnanac en előttrem kellemetošek Auaǵ
multitude-POSS.PL neither be-COND.3PL I before-1SG pleasant-PL or
foganatosoc **hogy** mint akki zönetlen a kereztfanac ő
effective-PL that as who incessantly the rood-DAT he
keserüseget ví testeben visél
bitterness-POSS.3SG-ACC he body-POSS.3SG-INE bear-3SG
‘not even as much crying as the multitude of waters would be as pleasant and
touching to me as the one who incessantly bears the bitterness of the rood in his
body’ (Nagyszombat C. 40–41)

By way of **mint** moving up to the higher C head the complex **minthogy** ‘than that’ was formed,
which was originally also a comparative complementizer (in clauses expressing inequality):

(109) my lehet ezneel chodalatosb allat **mynt** hogy ember
what be-POSSIB.3SG this-ADE more.wonderful state than that human
lenne istén
be-COND.3SG God
‘what can be a more wonderful state than that God be a man’ (Horvát C. 1v)

It should be mentioned that in the case of **minthogy** there arose an explanatory meaning as well
(Haader 1995: 619) and it is this function that continues to exist in Modern Hungarian. Since
the question of how **minthogy** developed this function would lead to questions concerning the
relation between subordination and coordination and the boundary cases in between the two
(cf. Kenesei 1992: 537–552), we will not venture to examine this question here in more detail.

Turning back to comparatives, what is important is that the co-occurrence of **hogy** and
**mint**– either with or without a negative element – made it possible for the original comparative
complementizer (**hogy**) to be gradually replaced be a new one (**mint**), as will be shown later on
in more detail.

Combinations of a general(/declarative) and a comparative complementizer are attested
in other languages as well; for instance, German has the combinations **als dass** ‘than that’:

(110) Es war zu schrecklich, **als dass** man es mit Worten
it be.PST.3SG too awful than that PRONOUN it with words
beschreiben könnte.
describe-INF can.COND-3SG
‘It was too awful, more than one could describe.’

In cases like (110), the combination **als dass** serves to introduce an unreal comparison. The
combinations that emerged in Old and Middle Hungarian are different in the sense that they
involved two comparative complementizers – this is also attested in German in dialects that
have **als wie** ‘than as’, see section 6.4.3.3.
6.4.4.2.2. The combinations of hogy ‘that’ and mert ‘because’

Clauses of reason were introduced by the complementizer mert ‘because’ but hogy ‘that’ could also appear in these constructions, resulting in the combination hogymert ‘that because’. It is important to mention that, unlike in comparative subclauses (hogymint ‘that than’ and minthogy ‘than that’), hogy in clauses of reason appeared later and did not modify the meaning of the construction; exceptionally, though, hogy could appear on its own in clauses expressing reason, as in (110b) above.

This is in line with the fact that hogy in Old and Middle Hungarian came to be a general marker of subordination and the appearance of hogy together with mert was also motivated because mert was still not a grammaticalized higher C head, which is ultimately the position responsible for marking subordination. Since the functional split between mert and miért ‘why’ was not completed in Old Hungarian, mert in these combinations can naturally occur both in the form mert and miért.

The following examples illustrate the function of hogymert as a head of clauses of reason: in (111a) mert appears in the form mert, while in (111b) it is in the form miért.

(111) a. De hogy mert zent fercy ygen zeretiuala ewtett tyztasagert but-that because saint Francis well like-3SG-be-PST him-ACC purity-FINAL es alazatossagaert kyt valuala Monda and humility-POSS.3SG-FINAL who-ACC have.3SG-be-PST say-PST.3SG neky him-DAT ‘but because Saint Francis liked him well for his purity and for his humility that he had, he said to him’ (Jókai C. 46)

b. De hogy meyerth dichewlth testbe wagyok en Ren syrhatok but that because redeem-PART body-ILL be-1SG I not cry-POSSIB-1SG ‘but because I am in a redeemed body, I cannot cry’ (Apor C. 158)

The movement of mert to the higher C head position resulted in the complex head merthogy ‘because that’, which likewise introduces clauses of reason:

(112) De azonkezbe az baratok bel yewuenek az aztalra: De mert but meanwhile the brother-PL in come-PST-3PL the table-SUB but because hogy bodog ferencz zerzetteuala hogy ne varnak that blessed Francis command-PERF-3SG-be-PST that not wait-SBJV-3PL ‘but meanwhile the brothers had sat down to the table because blessed Francis had ordered that they should not wait for him’ (Jókai C. 84)

As can be expected, merthogy survives into Modern Hungarian as a grammaticalized C head, while hogymert disappeared.

Interestingly, a similar complementizer combination is also attested in Middle English in the form of for that (van Gelderen 2005):

(113) Thy wyf and thou moote hange fer atwynne, / For that bitwixe yow shal be no synne. ‘Your wife and you must hang apart, that in the night shall come no chance for you to sin.’ (Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales: Miller’s Tale)

Such combinations were possible when that was still located in the lower C head but not later, i.e. when that is already a higher C head (van Gelderen 2005). On the other hand, in English
the inverse order of the original C + C combination is not attested: lower C heads moving up to the higher C position did not engage in head adjunction, unlike Hungarian.

6.4.4.2.3. The combinations of hogy ‘that’ and ha ‘if’

As was seen before, conditional clauses were introduced by *ha* ‘if’; however, *hogy* ‘that’ could appear even in these constructions – when it did, it appeared in the lower C head position, the higher one already being filled by *ha*, hence resulting in the combination *hahogy* ‘if that’. Just as with clauses of reason, the function of *hogy* was to mark finite subordination and hence it preferably moved up to the higher C position, as was mentioned previously. In addition, since *hogy* in Old Hungarian could still function as a comparative complementizer, its combination with *ha* could also serve to introduce conditional comparative clauses.

That the underlying (C + C) order is represented by *hahogy* is also demonstrated by the fact that constituents could potentially move to a position between *ha* and *hogy* at the left periphery:

(114) **Ha** késen **hogy** el nyugot az nap, hamar esőt váry
    if late that off set-PST.3SG the sun soon rain-ACC expect-IMP-2SG
    ‘if the sun has set late, expect rain soon’ (Cisio)

As can be seen, the complementizers *ha* and *hogy* are located within a single left periphery but the adverbial *késen* ‘late’ can appear between the two. Note that if *ha* and *hogy* in (114) were located in two different left peripheries, then the first clause (*ha késen* ‘if late’) should obligatorily contain an overt copula marked for past tense; since this is not the case the string *ha késen* cannot be considered a separate clause and hence *ha* and *hogy* are located in one and the same left periphery. This kind of construction is rare because topics and foci in Hungarian normally move below the C-domain and hence not between the two C heads (see section 6.4.1). What is important for us here is that (114) is possible only if *ha* and *hogy* are distinct C heads, which in turn means that *hahogy* represents an underlying order.

Apart from the example in (114), the following sentence also represents *hahogy* introducing conditional clauses:

(115) **Az én jó istenem, ha hogy sok ellenség, reám**
    the I good God-POSS.1SG if that many enemy SUB-1SG
    fegyverkezek, tőlük megmente
    arm-PST-3SG ABL-3PL PRT-save-PST.3SG
    ‘my good God, if many enemies armed against me, saved me from them’
    (Balassi: Ének 32)

As was argued for earlier, *hogy* in these constructions preferably moved up, which resulted in the complex *hogyha* that is still used in Modern Hungarian too:

(116) a. **Es az lattatic enneköm hogy ha az paradicsommac ýenűseges**
    and that see-PASS-3SG I-DAT-1SG that if the Paradise-DAT beautiful
    edes lakodalmaban lakoznam
    sweet dwelling-POSS-INE dwell-COND-1SG
    ‘and it was shown to be as if I had been living in the beautiful and sweet Paradise’
    (Nagyszombat C. 118)
b. gondolya vala ewnenbēne ezt hogiya ew hozya think-3SG be-PST himself-INE this-ACC that-if he ALL-3SG menne zerzetes rhaba hogi el futhna ew go-COND.3SG monk garment-ILL that off run-COND.3SG he elewle before-3SG ‘he thought that if he went up to him dressed as a monk, then he would run away’ (Példák könyve 15–16)

In example (116a) hogyha is used in a conditional comparative, while (116b) shows hogyha introducing an ordinary conditional clause. It has to be mentioned that in Modern Hungarian hogyha is used only in conditional clauses, but not in conditional comparatives, which is in parallel with hogy having lost its comparative function.

Again, it is worth mentioning that a similar combination existed in Middle English as well in the form of that if (van Gelderen 2005) and just as in the case of Hungarian, the role of that is purely marking subordination but it does not change the meaning defined by if:

(117) Blameth nat me if that ye chese amys.
‘And blame not me if you do choose amiss.’ (Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales: Miller’s Prologue)

Just as in the case of for that, the reverse order is not attested and hence with the grammaticalization of that in the higher C head the combination if that disappeared from the English language.

6.4.4.2.4. The combinations of ha ‘if’ and mint ‘as’

Conditional comparatives represent a mixed type between two basic clause types and hence they are typically represented by both complementizers that otherwise introduce these two types. In Hungarian, conditional Force has always been represented by ha ‘if’ and comparative Force was first associated with hogy ‘that’ and later with mint ‘as’. The combination hamint ‘if as’ is the result of mint starting to co-occur with the higher C head ha.

The combination is illustrated by the following example:

(118) de ḥa mynt čak el aluttak volna lelkōketh istennek but if as only off sleep-PERF-3PL be-COND soul-POSS.3PL-ACC God-DAT meg adaak PRT give-PST-3PL ‘but as if they had only fallen asleep, they gave their souls to God’ (Sándor C 14v)

The combination mintha ‘as if’ is the result of mint moving up to the higher C head:

(119) lelek zent scripción mint ha az ferődōböl ione ky find-PST-3PL saint Christine-ACC as if the bath-ELA come-COND.3SG out ‘and they found Saint Christine as if she had come out from the bath’ (Christina Legend 19v)

As far as the function of mintha is concerned, there are no changes to be considered as it introduces conditional comparatives even in Modern Hungarian.
The mixed nature of conditional comparatives involves the formation of similar combinations in other languages too, as shown by the following examples from English and German:

(120) a. She acts \textit{as if} she were a princess.
    b. Er gibt Geld aus, \textit{als ob} er Millionär wäre.

‘He spends money as if he were a millionaire.’

In such combinations the complementizer expressing comparison is normally one that is otherwise used in comparatives expressing equality, hence it is \textit{as} and not \textit{than} in English. Interestingly, in German it is \textit{als} ‘than’ and not \textit{wie} ‘as’: the reason behind this is that the combination was born in a period when the complementizer used in equatives was still \textit{als} (see previous discussion in this chapter and cf. Jäger 2012). This means that standard combinations are not necessarily affected in the same way as single complementizers are.

6.4.4.3. Negative-like elements in comparatives

Let us now turn to the role and structural properties of negative-like elements in comparatives expressing inequality. As will be shown, these syntactic heads could participate in left peripheral combinations in fundamentally the same way as C heads did and hence the resulting multiple combinations can be described similarly. First the status of \textit{nem} ‘not’ and \textit{sem} ‘neither’ will be considered, also discussing the differences between them and then we will proceed to show how they appeared in comparatives in combinations such as \textit{hogy} ‘that not’ and \textit{hogysem} ‘that neither’. Then an examination of combinations containing \textit{mint} ‘than’ will follow, hence the combinations \textit{hogy nem mint} ‘that not than’ and \textit{hogysem mint} ‘that neither than’ and finally we will briefly discuss the conditions licensing the combination \textit{mint sem hogy} ‘than neither that’ and the predictability thereof.

6.4.4.3.1. The elements \textit{nem} ‘not’ and \textit{sem} ‘neither’

Originally, comparative subclauses were introduced by the complementizer \textit{hogy} ‘that’, and this was accompanied by a negative element – typically \textit{nem} ‘not’ and less frequently \textit{sem} ‘neither’ – in comparatives expressing inequality. Consider the following example:

(121) Mert iob hog megfog’dosuā algukmēg’ vrat èlèuènèn hog
    because better that PRT-catch-PART bless-SBJV-1PL-PRT Lord-ACC alive that
    nè méghal’l’ōc
    not PRT-die-SBJV-1PL

‘because it is better to bless the Lord if we are captured alive than to die’ (Vienna C. 25)

As can be seen, the complementizer \textit{hogy} is followed by the negative element \textit{nem} but the structure does not actually express negation and hence \textit{nem} cannot be the syntactic head of a true NegP. Negative-like elements of this type are in fact related to polarity: comparative subclauses have negative polarity and hence some languages may require an overt negative polarity head (such as Old Hungarian), while in other languages this is optional (e.g. in Italian, see Salvi and Vanelli 2004: 283–285). In addition, there are languages where negative polarity is shown by the fact that negative polarity items are licensed in the comparative subclause (e.g. English, cf. Seuren 1973: 532–537; on cross-linguistic differences see also Bacskai-Atkari 2011):

(122) He prefers to rant about a problem rather than \textbf{lift a finger} to fix it.
Negative polarity items, such as *lift a finger* in (122), can appear only in clauses that have negative polarity and they are perfectly acceptable in comparative subclauses. This is important for us here because *nem* and *sem* are hence not Neg heads in syntax but they head a PolP responsible for the polarity of the subclause (cf. Homer 2011). This projection appears between the two CPs, as given in the diagram below:

(123)  
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| PolP
|     |
| hogy
|     |
| Pol' |
| Pol |
| nem/sem |
| C'   |
| ...  |
| Ø    |
```

Though the syntactic position of *nem* and *sem* is the same, it has to be mentioned that there is an important difference between the two: while *nem* (as a Pol head) is a clitic, *sem* is not. This will be important when it comes to the discussion of combinations.

6.4.4.3.2. The combinations *hogynem* ‘than not’ and *hogysem* ‘than neither’

Since *nem* ‘not’ and *sem* ‘neither’ in comparatives expressing inequality appeared together with *hogy* ‘that’, the combinations *hogynem* ‘that not’ and *hogysem* ‘that neither’ naturally follow. The combination *hogynem* is illustrated in (121) above and in (124) below:

(124)  
```
(124)  
```

Hence in these cases a higher C head (*hogy*) co-occurs with a Pol head (*nem* or *sem*).

As has been mentioned, *nem* in these constructions is a clitic, unlike *sem*. This has two consequences. First, *nem* cliticizes onto the preceding element *hogy*, which results in the form *honnem* showing phonological assimilation. This change can be observed between the Munich Codex and the Jordánszky Codex: the loci containing *hogynem* in the former text show *honnem*
in the latter (possibly combined with mint ‘than’). This is illustrated by the following pair of examples:

(125) a. iob tenêked hog eg ěluèzien te tagid
better you-DAT-2SG that one off-perish-SBJV-3SG you member-POSS.PL-2SG
kɔzzɔl hog nē mend te tɛstɛd ěrɛțiɛssɛc pokolba
among that not all you body-POSS.2SG cast-SBJV-3SG hell-ILL
‘it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy
whole body should be cast into hell.’ (Munich C. 11rb–11va)

b. yncab yllyk teneked ḥoģ el vezyen egik tagod,
rather fit-3SG you-DAT-2SG that off perish-SBJV-3SG one member-POSS.2SG
honnem te tɛlyɛs tested vettesseg pokorra
that.not you entire body-POSS.2SG cast-SBJV-3SG hell-SUB
‘it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy
whole body should be cast into hell.’ (Jordánszky C. 367)

There is no such assimilation to be observed in the case of sem, as it is not a clitic. The second crucial difference is that sem could undergo head movement to the higher C head filled by hogy, hence resulting in the inverse order pair of hogysem: semhogy ‘neither than’ continues to exist in Modern Hungarian too. Since nem as a clitic was attached to the preceding element, it did not move up to the higher C head and hence hogynem has no inverse order counterpart.21

6.4.4.3.3. The combinations hogynemmint ‘that not than’ and hogysemmint ‘that neither than’

As was seen before, mint ‘than’ started to appear in comparative subclauses, first as an operator and later as a lower C head. Since hogy ‘that’ – and in comparatives expressing inequality, the combinations hogynem ‘that not’ and hogysemm ‘that neither’ – were still present in the structure, the combinations hogynemmint ‘that not than’ and hogysemmint ‘that neither than’ arose. Consider the following examples for hogynemmint:

(126) a. ha nauaŀas lelek keuelb lezen kazdaksagot meg vtaluā:
if wretched soul prouder be.MOD-3SG richness-ACC PRT hate-PART
hoģ nem mĩt volt otoberuān
that not than be.PST.3SG it-ACC possess-PART
‘if the wretched soul becomes prouder when despising richness than it was when
possessing it’ (Birk C. 1a)

b. mert mastan közelben vagyon a’ my ldwesseeegwān
because now nearer-SUP be.3SG the we salvation-POSS.1PL that.not
mynt eleeb hyttók
than before think-PST-1PL
‘because now our salvation is nearer than we thought before’ (Érdy C. 3b)

As can be seen, hogynemmint appears without phonological assimilation in (126a), while (126b) represents the form honnemm. Finally, (127) shows hogysemmint:
‘he had supper in the castle with lady Barbara, the queen’s daughter more often than in town with the gentlemen’ (Hegedüs and Papp #139)

Both *hogyenmmint* and *hogysemmint* can be attributed the following structure (considering the case when *mint* is already a lower C head but it could initially be an operator as well):

(128)

```
(129)  CP
      C'
     /    \
    C     PolP
      /     \
    hogy  Pol
       /     \
    Pol  CP
      /     \
 nem/sem  C'
       |       |
        |       |
         mint
```

In this case there are hence three overt heads in the left periphery: two C heads and a Pol head in between.

It is worth mentioning that the gradual disappearance of *hogy* from comparative constructions could lead to the rise of *semmint* ‘neither than’: this is rare but it nevertheless fits into the system of complementizer combinations. Obviously, *nem* in this case again does not parallel with *sem*, since as a clitic it could not have appeared in a structure without a preceding element that it could cliticize onto.

Returning now to the appearance of *mint*, it was mentioned in connection with *hogymint* ‘that than’ (and *minthogy* ‘than that’) that combinations containing both the previous and the later complementizer contributed to the loss of *hogy* and the takeover by *mint* in comparatives: this would not have been possible if *mint* had not been able to appear in such subclauses at all. The changes affecting the complementizers and complementizer combinations in comparatives expressing inequality can be summarized as follows:

(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```

```
(129)  hodgnem (→ honnem), hogysem (semmhogy)
```
The two main lines of change are hence related to the appearance of mint and the disappearance of the negative element. Naturally, the individual stages cannot be sharply distinguished and hence the various forms are expected to co-occur in texts for considerable time both in Old Hungarian and in (early) Middle Hungarian.

However, the change can be clearly observed in the comparative study carried out on four translations of the gospels (Bacsikai-Atkari 2012b): here the number of comparative structures is approximately the same in all the texts. It has to be mentioned that differences do occur especially because the standard value of comparison (that is, to which something is compared) can be expressed not only by a subordinate clause. As far as subclauses are concerned, the following numbers were found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10: Elements introducing comparative subclauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogynem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hogynemmint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data clearly show that while comparative subclauses expressing inequality were introduced by hogynem in the Munich Codex, the picture is more diversified already in the Jordánszky Codex: the number of the occurrences of hogynem is significantly lower, resulting in a high frequency of hogynemmint and the possibility of mint. By contrast, both Káldi’s translation and the Neovulgata translation contain only mint. It has to be mentioned that hogynemmint (and hogysemmint) was nevertheless still possible in Middle Hungarian.

Furthermore, neither hogynem nor hogynemmint can be considered as a Latin reflex: in all the instances above the Latin text contains quam ‘than’; hence when considering changes in Hungarian comparative subclauses, then one is essentially examining language-internal processes.

An important conclusion to be drawn here is that apart from C + C combinations, there arose C + Pol + C combinations in an analogous way.

6.4.4.3.4. The combination mintsemhogy ‘than not that’

As can be expected based on the analysis presented in section 6.4.4.3.3, the inverse order pair of hogynemmint ‘that not than’ did not arise, nem ‘not’ being a clitic – however, the same does not hold for hogysemmint ‘that neither than’. This is indeed so and the derivation of mintsemhogy ‘than neither that’ can be described with the same mechanisms that we saw in connection with grammaticalized, morphologically complex complementizers. Note that mintsemhogy also continues to exist in Modern Hungarian.

The head movements resulting in mintsemhogy are given below:
Hence the grammaticalization of C + Pol + C heads does not differ from that of C + C combinations: the complementizer mint ‘than’ moves up to the Pol head and is left-joined to the head sem ‘neither’, resulting in mintsem ‘than neither’; as a second step, this complex head moves up to the higher C head and is left adjoined to hogy ‘that’ there, resulting in mintsemhogy. Naturally, mintsemhogy also grammaticalized as a higher C head.

Note that if the initial structure contained only sem and mint overtly, then this resulted in the complementizer mintsem ‘than neither’.

From all this it follows that the properties of the syntactic and morphological combinations of two C heads are also valid in the case of two C heads (one of which may be covert) combining with a Pol head: the way how heads can move up and combinations may grammaticalize is predictable, as is the fact that only combinations representing a grammaticalized higher C survive.

6.4.4.4. Multiple combinations

As has been shown, apart from combinations involving two C heads it was also possible for a negative element to appear in complementizer combinations. In what follows we will briefly examine the question of how combinations that morphologically consist of three complementizers can be analysed since there are only two C positions in the left periphery hence there are not enough positions for generating three distinct C heads. First we will consider the conditions on the appearance of such combinations and then we will discuss the case of hogyhamint ‘that if as’ and minthogyha ‘as that if’, also showing that these also fit into the system described above.

Since (morphologically) complex complementizers ultimately grammaticalized into higher C heads, leaving the lower C position unfilled, the question arises whether such higher C heads could co-occur with a new, overt lower C head. This is naturally possible only if the complex C head grammaticalized relatively early, otherwise there would have been no complementizer potentially appearing in the lower C head, as all complementizers were reanalysed as higher C heads.

As was argued for before, it was hogyha ‘that if’ to grammaticalize first as a complex C head, due to the preferred upward movement of hogy ‘that’. From this it follows that if there
are combinations of the type complex C head + simplex C head attested historically then these should primarily be linked to the complex complementizer *hogyha*.

This is in fact borne out: as pointed out by D. Mátai (2003: 424), the combination *hogyhamint* ‘that if as’ existed in Old and Middle Hungarian; the inverse order pair *minthogyha* ‘as that if’ is still possible in Modern Hungarian. Both are, as can be expected, complementizers introducing conditional comparatives.

The structure of *hogyhamint* is given below:

\[(131)\]

Just as in the case of ordinary C + C combinations, there are two distinct heads in the structure: the higher one is *hogyha* and the lower one is *mint* ‘as’. The fact that the higher one is complex in itself is a matter of morphology but not the result of syntactic derivation. In this sense *hogyhamint* does not differ from C + C combinations described above.

The derivation of *minthogyha* is in turn the result of head movement:

\[(132)\]

The complementizer *minthogyha* is the result of *mint* moving up from the lower C head to the higher one and adjoining to *hogyha* there – hence in exactly the same way as was seen in connection with combinations containing two simplex C heads. Naturally, *minthogyha* ultimately also grammaticalized as a higher C head.

6.4.4.5. Interim summary

The development of the left periphery of Hungarian finite subordinate clauses involved the appearance of various complementizer combinations, in addition to the grammaticalization of
diverse complementizers, as described in section 6.4.3. This was possible because the grammaticalization of the individual C heads did not take place exactly at the same time and hence elements that grammaticalized earlier could appear higher in the structure and in a position distinct from where other elements appeared; in this way, it was possible for distinct heads to co-occur in one left periphery. These combinations either expressed new functions or they included the general finite subordination marker hogy ‘that’—in both cases, the combinations are in line with the development of finite subordination and the increased demand for the explicit marking thereof. The mechanisms of complementizer combinations can also be extended to combinations with negative-like polarity heads, the presence of which again contributed to the evolution of a robust functional left periphery. As was seen, the grammaticalization of complementizers ultimately contributed to the loss of syntactic combinations and Modern Hungarian has combinations only that are morphological in nature—that is, combinations that are base-generated as morphologically complex units in a single syntactic head.

6.4.5. Complementizers in relative clauses

The last part of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of relative clauses, which constitute a major subtype of finite subordinate structures. Relative clauses tend to be introduced by a relative pronoun, which occupies an operator position in the subordinate clause but there are languages that allow relative clauses to be introduced by a finite complementizer and a phonologically zero relative pronoun, such as that in English. As far as Hungarian is concerned, it seems that relative clauses have always required the overt presence a relative pronoun but it does not exclude the possibility of an overt complementizer at the same time, which is attested in Old and Middle Hungarian. The importance of this is that the presence of overt finite subordinators was motivated by the need of marking finite subordination, in parallel with the increased importance of finite subordination at the expense of non-finite structures.

As was mentioned before, relative pronouns move to the specifier position of the lower CP (Kántor 2008 but see also É. Kiss 2002: 243–244 on relative pronouns moving to a [Spec,CP] position); this position is the same as the one where present-day complementizers moved to as operators in the left periphery (see section 6.4.3):

(133)  CP  
     |   C'  
     |  C    
     |  Ø    
     | C'    
     |    ...  
     |    Ø    

Relative pronouns can be found in the earliest texts already:
and let us pray to the lord Saint Peter, to whom the power was given to loose and to bind’ (Funeral Sermon and Prayer)

Since relative pronouns are arguments or adjuncts in the subordinate clause, there is considerable diversity to be observed among them. It has to be stressed that in Old Hungarian relative pronouns were not phonologically different from their interrogative counterparts, hence a form ki ‘who’ could stand for both an interrogative and a relative operator. The distinctive form of relative operators started to appear during Middle Hungarian and hence in Modern Hungarian there is a clear distinction between ki ‘who-Int.’ and aki ‘who-Rel.’.

Furthermore, the distinction between ki ‘who’ and mi ‘what’ was not as clear-cut as it is in Modern Hungarian: in Modern Hungarian, ki is invariably associated with a [+animate] antecedent, while mi is [–animate]; by contrast, ki in Old Hungarian could also be associated with a [–animate] antecedent. In the example below the first instance of ki (kiknek ‘who-Dat.’) is associated with a [+animate] antecedent, while the second ki with a [–animate] one:

‘my Lord, do not waste your testament or take away your piety, for the sake of Abraham and Isaac, your faithful servants, whom you promised to multiply their descendants’ (Vienna C. 129)
Relative clauses were introduced by single overt relative pronouns already in Old Hungarian; unlike Modern Hungarian, however, it was possible for relative clauses to be introduced by the sequence *hogy* 'that' + relative pronoun or *ha* 'if' + relative pronoun in Old and Middle Hungarian (Galambos 1907: 14–18; see also Haader 1995; Dömötör 1995). Consider the following examples:

(136) a. olyaat tezők raytad **hogy** kyt felz
    such-ACC do-1SG you-SUP that who-ABL fear-2SG
    ‘I will do such a thing on you that you fear’ (Sándor C. 14v)

b. ky tegőd zereth az nem epedh: **ha** ky keserg akkor
    who you-ACC love.3SG that not long.3SG if who moan.3SG then
    wygad rejoice.3SG
    ‘those who love you, do not long: those who moan, then rejoice’ (Czech C. 51–52)

As shown by (136a), constructions with *hogy* could also have a consecutive meaning, though typically neither *hogy* nor *ha* contribute to the meaning of the construction and hence the clauses are purely relative:

(137) a. **ha** mit keèndetec èn at’amtol èn nèuembè
    if what-ACC ask-MOD-2PL I father-POSS.1SG-ABL I name-POSS.1SG-ILL
    agga tünèctec
give-3SG you-DAT-2PL
    ‘whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give it you’
    (Munich C. 103ra)

b. **ha** myn kerendytek en atyamat en newembe,
    if what-SUP ask-MOD-2PL I father-POSS.1SG-ACC I name-POSS.1SG-ILL
    aggya tynèkték
give-3SG you-DAT-2PL
    ‘whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give it you’
    (Jordánszky C. 685)

The examples in (137) show that the combinations *ha* + relative operator could appear in relative clauses without any additional meaning; such combinations were possible even in Middle Hungarian but are no longer available in Modern Hungarian. Similar structures can be found in Latin as well, e.g. *si quid* ‘if what’ and hence in what follows we will briefly examine the distribution of the Hungarian structure and its potential relatedness to the Latin counterparts.

In Hungarian the combinations in question were quite productive, which is reinforced by the results of the research carried out on the four different Bible translations (cf. Bacsmai-Atkari 2012b). The following chart shows the number of occurrences for *hogy/ha* + relative operator combinations in the four gospels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>hogy</strong> + relative operator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ha</strong> + relative operator</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: The occurrences of *hogy/ha* + relative operator combinations
There are only a few examples for combinations with hogy but these appear already in Old Hungarian. More importantly, ha + operator combinations can be found in large numbers in Old Hungarian texts, decreasing in the Middle Hungarian translation and – as can be expected – there are no examples for such combinations in Modern Hungarian.

The relatively high number of ha + relative operator combinations in the Old Hungarian texts – especially compared to the 8 occurrences in Káldi’s translation – shows that combinations involving hogy and ha with a relative operator were quite frequent already in Old Hungarian. Of course, this is not to say that the frequency of such combinations in the selected texts strictly mirrors their frequency in Old or Middle Hungarian. In other words, the fact that ha + relative operator combinations are less frequent in the Middle Hungarian text than in the two Old Hungarian ones does not imply that it was also less frequent in Middle Hungarian than in Old Hungarian. Still, it should be obvious that the frequency of such combinations in Old Hungarian is far from insignificant.

It is also worth considering that the texts discussed here are translations, which raises the question of how far the (Latin) original could induce the appearance of the Hungarian combinations. As far as the Munich Codex is concerned, all the combinations of the form ha + relative operator correspond to a Latin si + relative operator. In the Jordánszky Codex there are 6 additional occurrences of ha + relative operator (the other 14 having the same loci as the ones in the Munich Codex) but these correspond to a single relative operator in the Latin text and not to the complex of a C head and a relative operator. This clearly shows that the structure under scrutiny was in fact very productive and it cannot be considered as a Latin reflex in Old Hungarian either.

The structure of the combinations is given below:

(138)  CP
      /\ 
     /  \ 
 C'   CP
      /   \
    hogy Op. C'
    /   \
   ha   …
   /   O
    C

As can be seen, the structure is different from relative clauses introduced by a single relative pronoun (that is, not by a C head + relative pronoun combination) only in the presence of an overt complementizer in the higher C position. On the other hand, this kind of structure is the same configuration as the one where a higher C head (ha and hogy) combined with future complementizers still having an operator status (that is, mint ‘than/as’ and mert ‘because’). Hence the appearance of the combinations ha/hogy + relative pronoun is in line with the diachronic system outlined so far.

Note that the co-occurrence of a C head and a relative pronoun in relative clauses is not unique to (earlier periods of) Hungarian: combinations like who that were also available for instance in Middle English: as described by van Gelderen (2004: 82, 105–106), the grammaticalization of that into a C head meant that new operators could appear in the subclause as a way of reinforcement. This is shown by the following example (van Gelderen 2004: 106, ex. 19):
As shown by (139), in English the relative pronoun preceded the complementizer and they were in fact located in the same CP projection; this is no longer possible since in Modern English such configurations are ruled out by the Doubly Filled COMP Filter.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the same type of combination can be observed in Modern Hungarian with *mint*; this became possible with the grammaticalization of *mint* as a higher C head. Just as with *hogy* and *ha* in (138), *mint* in these cases can be followed by an overt operator in the lower [Spec,CP] position. These are also relative operators that are comparative at the same time (in the same way as *mint* was before); there are various operators of this kind and hence there are several possible combinations, such as *mint amilyen* ‘than how’, *mint ahány* ‘than how much’ or *mint ahogy* ‘than how’.

The structure of these combinations can be represented as follows:

(140) CP
    \[ C' \]
    \[ C \]
    \[ CP \]
    mint \[ Op. \]
    \[ C' \]
    \[ C \]
    \[ \ldots \]
    \[ \emptyset \]

As can be seen, *mint* is base-generated in the higher C head and the operator moves to the lower [Spec,CP] position. This configuration is the same as the one for *hogy/ha* + operator combinations and structures containing a higher C head (*hogy* or *ha*) and an operator that came to be a complementizer later (*mint* and *mert*). Note that comparative subclauses always contain an operator (the comparative operator) but this can also be phonologically null (cf. Chomsky 1977; Kennedy and Merchant 2000).

6.5. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to investigate the major changes in the history of Hungarian subordinate clauses and to show that finite subordination ultimately took over non-finite structures, which was strongly intertwined with the evolution of a functional left periphery (the CP-domain) in finite embedded clauses. As was shown, this is also in line with the general change from SOV to SVO that took place between Proto-Hungarian and Old Hungarian: while an SOV setting typologically prefers non-finite embedding, SVO languages tend to have finite subordination instead. Hence the frequency of finite subordinate structures increased at the expense of non-finites, accompanied by the loss of specific non-finite structures and the enrichment of finite ones.

The ousting of non-finite structures is evidenced by the complete loss of an adverbal participle as well as the narrowing external distribution and reduced productivity (i.e. narrower class of base verbs) of several types of non-finites. In addition, the remaining types of non-finites became more prototypically non-finite, some of them losing the ability to license a referentially independent subject or agree with the subject.
In finite clauses the development of a functional left-periphery can be observed, which came to be head-initial and started to exhibit multiple layers overtly. This involved the grammaticalization of various elements as C heads and the interaction thereof; the changes in question were also shown to be in line with general economy principles that can be observed in other, unrelated languages as well.

Notes

* Our names are in alphabetical order. The section on non-finites is based on Éva Dékány's work, while the section on finite subordination is based on Júlia Bácskai-Atkári's work.

1 In adjectival and adverbial participles, we mark the position of the gap with ec for ‘empty category’.

2 In Modern Hungarian the external argument must bear the postposition által ‘by’ rather than the Ablative case:

(i) az Isten által meg-tilt-ott dolgokról
   the God by PRT-forbid-PART thing-PL-DEL
   ‘about the things forbidden by God’

3 Possessors in Old Hungarian and Modern Hungarian are either morphologically unmarked or dative marked, the choice is optional. See Egedi Barbara’s chapter in this book.

4 It must be noted, though, that some researchers take the -n ending to be a third person agreement, cf. Károly 1956; Nádasdi 2013.

5 Furthermore, even for those who accept them, these participles cannot have a state adverbial reading.

6 The participle-internal nominative DP (cf. eze in (40a) and kállkény in (40b)) bears the thematic role Patient or Theme in both Old Hungarian and Modern Hungarian.

7 Note, however, that adjectival participles in Khanty head finite clauses (A. Jászó 1970; 1975; 1976), and the same was possible for gerunds in Old and Early Modern Romanian (Alboiu and Hill 2013).

8 The -n suffixed forms appear in the early texts, too (e.g. Funeral Sermon cca. 1195, Königsberg Fragments cca. 1350, Marosvásárhely lines cca. 1410), but some forms without -n are ambiguous between having a second person singular and third person singular subject, so in Early Old Hungarian the use of -n in the third person may not have been obligatory (E. Abaffy 1991: 147).

9 Only if there was no potential controller in the matrix.

10 The -t gerund also obligatorily bore agreement, but this is possessive agreement rather than ordinary subject-predicate agreement (recall that these non-finites are obligatorily possessed).

11 These parts are generally assumed to be written by the same person (Szily 1911), so agreeing -va/ve may have been dialectal.

12 (65c) is a unique piece of data in the sense that there are no other examples in all the codices in which a -va/ve participle bears the 3SG agreement -ja/je. According to one theory, the 3SG agreement suffix of -va/ve participles was actually -n (see Károly 1956). In this approach -ván/vén participles do not constitute a separate type of non-finite clause, they are in fact agreeing -va/ve participles (-vá+n/vé+n, the lengthening of a and e to á and é is a regular phonological process). This analysis has both advantages and disadvantages, but discussing them here would take us too far afield.

13 É. Kiss (2002; 2009), on the other hand, argues that control infinitives don’t agree at all; inflected infinitives are possible only when the infinitive’s subject is not controlled but has independent reference.

14 (76c) is an elliptical structure, where the noun ‘man/person’ modified by the participle has been elided, and the dative case marker of this noun leans on the participle for phonological support. The full structure of this example is as in (81), with the elided noun marked by ∅.

15 In the database of Hoppa, however, there are unmarked objects in postverbal position in matrix clauses as well.

16 Note, however, that at the same time Old Hungarian also appears to present a counterexample to the Final Over Final Constraint. Old Hungarian was not an OV language any more, yet auxiliaries strictly followed the main verb, which means that VP was not head final, but TP/AspP still was.

17 In Rizzi (1997, 2004) the two CP projections are distinguished as ForceP (the higher CP) and FinP (the lower CP); that is, the higher CP is responsible for clause-typing and the lower one for defining finiteness. Though it seems to be true that Force-marking subordinators eventually become higher C heads, the clear-cut distinction is problematic for several reasons and since Force-marking complementisers are unambiguously associated with finiteness (that is, they are all finite, at least as Hungarian is concerned), the distinction is not important here for our purposes. Hence the two CP projections will rather be referred to as higher and lower CP, which is not incompatible with the system outlined by Rizzi (1997, 2004) but does not exclude the possibility of a more refined theoretical analysis either.

18 Note that this is not incompatible with the system outlined by Rizzi (1997, 2004) since the main argument there is that such projections (TopP, FocP) may appear between the two CPs but it does not exclude the possibility of
topics and foci appearing elsewhere in the structure. In Hungarian, for instance, these elements appear lower than
the CP-domain and their positions are as follows (Brody 1990a, 1990b, 1995; É. Kiss 2002, 2006c; Kántor 2008;
Bacskaí-Atkari and Kántor 2012);
(i) \([\text{CP} [\text{CP} [\text{TopP}^* [\text{FocP}]]]]\]
This shows that normally there are no elements intervening in between the two CPs; however, in certain cases
topics may optionally occur there, as will be shown later (Bacskaí-Atkari and Kántor 2012), hence:
(ii) \([\text{CP} [\text{TopP}^* [\text{CP}]]]\]
Furthermore, as will be shown in section 6.4.4.3, historically certain polarity markers (heading a PolP) could also
appear as intervening elements.
19 As described in Chapter 1 of this volume, -e was originally a C head and since it was left-branching (CPs being
head-final in the SOV setting of Proto-Hungarian), it appeared at the right edge of interrogative clauses in the
phonological structure. With the change from SOV to SVO and hence from head-final to head-initial, -e in Middle
Hungarian is a left-branching functional head in the left periphery (identified as the head of an IntP by Bacskaí-
Atkari 2013, in line with the IntP proposed by Rizzi 2001).
20 Note that in this respect, nem and sem as Pol head behave exactly in the opposite way as nem and sem as Neg
heads, since in the latter case sem is the element that behaves like a clitic (for more details, see Chapter 1, section
6.3 of this volume).
21 Note that there is in fact a word nemhogy ‘instead of; not the least; not just’ in Modern Hungarian but this has
never had a comparative function and is hence completely unrelated to hogynem.
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